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Abstract
Computer-guided image interpretation is an extensive research area whose main purpose is to
provide tools to support decision-making, for which a large number of automatic techniques have
been proposed, such as, feature extraction, pattern recognition, image processing, machine learn-
ing, among others. In breast cancer, the results obtained at this area, they have led to the develop-
ment of diagnostic support systems, which have even been approved by the FDA (Federal Drug
Administration). However, the use of those systems is not widely extended in clinic scenarios,
mainly because their performance is unstable and poorly reproducible. This is due to the high
variability of the abnormal patterns associated with this neoplasia. This thesis addresses the main
problem associated with the characterization and interpretation of breast masses and architectural
distortion, mammographic findings directly related to the presence of breast cancer with higher
variability in their form, size and location.
This document introduces the design, implementation and evaluation of strategies to characterize
abnormal patterns and to improve the mammographic interpretation during the diagnosis pro-
cess. The herein proposed strategies allow to characterize visual patterns of these lesions and
the relationship between them to infer their clinical significance according to BI-RADS (Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System), a radiologic tool used for mammographic evaluation and
reporting. The obtained results outperform some obtained by methods reported in the literature
both tasks classification and interpretation of masses and architectural distortion, respectively,
demonstrating the effectiveness and versatility of the proposed strategies.
Keywords: Breast Cancer, BI-RADS, Breast Mass, Architectural Distortion, Patterns Recognition, Mul-
tiresolution Image Analysis, Content Based Image Retrieval.
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Resumen
La interpretación de imágenes guiada por computador es una área extensa de investigación cuyo
objetivo principal es proporcionar herramientas para el soporte a la toma de decisiones, para lo
cual se han usado un gran número de técnicas de extracción de características, reconocimiento
de patrones, procesamiento de imágenes, aprendizaje de máquina, entre otras. En el cáncer de
mama, los resultados obtenidos en esta área han dado lugar al desarrollo de sistemas de apoyo
al diagnóstico que han sido incluso aprobados por la FDA (Federal Drug Administration). Sin
embargo, el uso de estos sistemas no es ampliamente extendido, debido principalmente, a que
su desempeño resulta inestable y poco reproducible frente a la alta variabilidad de los patrones
anormales asociados a esta neoplasia. Esta tesis trata el principal problema asociado a la caracteri-
zación y análisis de masas y distorsión de la arquitectura debido a que son hallazgos directamente
relacionados con la presencia de cáncer y que usualmente presentan mayor variabilidad en su
forma, tamaño y localización, lo que altera los resultados diagnósticos.
Este documento introduce el diseño, implementación y evaluación de un conjunto de estrategias
para caracterizar patrones anormales relacionados con este tipo de hallazgos para mejorar la in-
terpretación y soportar el diagnóstico mediante la imagen mamaria. Los modelos aquí propuestos
permiten caracterizar patrones visuales y la relación entre estos para inferir su significado clínico
según el estándar BI-RADS (Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System) usado para la evaluación
y reporte mamográfico.
Los resultados obtenidos han demostrado mejorar a los resultados obtenidos por los métodos
reportados en la literatura en tareas como clasificación e interpretación de masas y distorsión ar-
quitectural, demostrando la efectividad y versatilidad de las estrategia propuestas.
Palabras Claves: Cáncer de mama, Nódulos de Mama, Distorsión Arquitectural, BI-RADS, Reconocimiento
de Patrones, Análisis Multiresolución, Recuperación de Imágenes basado en Contenido
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1. Introduction
Despite the considerable efforts performed by health systems to reduce the burden of disease
caused by breast cancer, this is still one of the most common diagnosed cancer in women world-
wide [5]. The American Cancer Society estimates that 1 in 8 women (about 12%) will develop
invasive breast cancer during their lifetime. In 2016 for the United States, 246,660 new cases of
women invasive breast cancer are expected to be diagnosed, along with 61,0000 new cases of non-
invasive (in situ) breast cancer [5]. Supportive evidence and different studies have shown a higher
survival rate when this kind of cancer is diagnosed in early stages, increasing from 27% to 98%
the 5-year survival rate [4, 5] .
Among the different imaging modalities used for breast cancer detection, X-ray mammography
is the examination for both routine screening and symptomatic diagnosis [108]. Mammography
screening has demonstrated to be effective in reducing breast cancer mortality, in percentages
that vary from 30-70%, yet the screening sensitivity has been reported to be between 85 and 90%
[14, 115]. Despite this evidence, mammography is still considered a method with limitations,
since it only achieves an average sensitivity of 73% to 88% and a specificity between 83% and
96% [110, 20]. Different causes may influence the variability of the observed sensitivity, among
others the quality of the image, the radiologist’s expertise, the detail or meticulousness of the
evaluation and the intrinsic difficulty for the differentiation of visual patterns in the image [6, 94].
This variability produces a high index of false positives and false negatives rates.
Several strategies have aimed to increase the diagnosis accuracy and reduce the interpretation
variability. The American College of Radiology (ACR) developed the Breast Imaging-Reporting
and Database System (BI-RADS), a standardization of the mammography findings by a radiologic
semiology that aims to reduce the radiologist subjectivity [108]. On the other hand, while the BI-
RADS lexicon is an important step ahead in reducing the variation of the mammography report,
automated screening systems known as "Computer Aided Diagnosis" systems (CAD), are being
developed to assist the diagnostic process [36, 98, 124]. Nowadays, CAD systems are considered
as a potential support for diagnosis and screening, reducing the workload of radiologists and
improving the detection of breast abnormalities [16, 117, 43]. However, evaluation of commercial
CADs show a relatively low sensitivity, specially for detecting some radiological findings such as
masses and architectural distortions [22], reason why the radiologist’s confidence in these systems
is low [87, 132, 61], a reluctance worsened by the fact that most CADs are merely designed to yield
a cancer/no-cancer opinion. Overall, this is useless in terms of interpretation since no clue is given
about the described radiologic signs. Provided that the radiologist workflow is mainly based upon
the analysis of such signs, any diagnosis support should not only detect malignant lesions but it
also should help the radiologist to improve the reading of such radiologic signs, independently
of the final diagnosis. This is why the clinical use of such kind of tools has still remained very
limited, among others because evidence is not conclusive and sometimes even contradictory [36,
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31, 32, 58]. Researchers agree that current commercial CAD systems still need improvement for
they are introduced in actual clinical and screening applications [87, 132]. Therefore, the present
investigation was addressed to provide new methods of diagnosis processing of mammography,
particularly for breast masses and architectural distortions of breast tissues.
1.1. Breast cancer screening based on Mammography
Mammography is a specific type of breast imaging obtained by the projection onto an image sen-
sor of low-dose X-rays that go through several anatomical planes of the breast. Two planar images,
craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) projections, are routinely obtained for diag-
nostic purposes, as illustrated in figure 1-1. In this image, internal breast structures are observed as
differences between radiopaque and radiolucent zones, with radiopaque corresponding to dense
tissue i.e. epithelial tissue and stroma, and radiolucent regions corresponding to adipose tissue.
Normal breasts have a wide variation in the distribution of dense and adipose regions. Radiolo-
gists are trained for recognizing alterations out of the expected variability, suspicious signs such
as calcifications, masses or another type of distortions, by searching specific changes on the dis-
tribution of the observed intensity values. However, diagnosis is a very difficult process since
normal dense tissue and abnormal structures exhibit similar visual characteristics.
Figure 1-1.: X-ray direction to each projection, (b) Mediolateral Oblique (MLO) projection, (c)
Cranio-caudal Projection [51].
1.1.1. Mammography interpretation process
The interpretation process, routinely followed at interpreting mammography, can be summarized
as follows. Once the mammography is obtained, a visual inspection is carried out to establish
if the capture quality is appropriate for diagnosis purposes. Images, defined as acceptable, are
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subjected to visual inspection by the radiologist, who generates a report that should follows the
BI-RADS system [108]. This report informs about the overall breast mass composition, descrip-
tion of all important findings, a final assessment and management recommendations. The final
assessment consists in assigning a BI-RADS category value, between 0 and 6, that should agree
with both the interpreted findings and the management recommendations, as shown in Table 1-1.
One important task when reading mammography is to detect and describe relevant findings as-
sociated to cancer disease, i.e. bilateral asymmetries, calcifications, solid masses and architectural
distortions. These findings exhibit a high variability, several shapes, sizes, locations and levels of
radiographic densities which closely resemble the normal tissue, making the mammography in-
terpretation an actual radiology challenge. Among them, architectural distortions and description
of breast masses are the most challenging tasks.
Table 1-1.: Agreement Between BI-RADS Assessment Categories, Important Findings and Man-
agement Recommendations
Assessment Important Findings Management



















Category 3: Probably Benign
Findings having a ≤ 2% likelihood
of malignancy. Some typical
probably benign findings are
noncalcified circumscribed masses,
focal asymmetries, and solitary





Category 4A: Low suspicion for
malignancy
Category 4B: Moderate suspicion
for malignancy
Category 4C: High suspicion for
malignancy
Findings that not have all features of
malignancy but are suficiently
suspicious such as heterogeneus
microcalcifications, masses with
microlobulated or irregular marging
and high density, architectural
distortions, among others.
Tissue diagnosis
Category 5: Highly Suggestive
of Malignancy
Findings with a a very high probability
(≥ 95%) of malignancy. Reserved to
spiculated masses and pleomorphic
microcalcifications.
Tissue diagnosis
Category 6: Known Biopsy-
Proven Malignancy
there are no mammographic
abnormalities other than the
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1.2. Computer-Aided Diagnosis Systems
Image processing and computer vision areas have developed computational systems in different
domains. In particular, in radiology there is a modern trend towards developing systems that
automatically locate suspicion regions, a research area currently-known as Computer Aided Di-
agnosis (CAD) systems. This type of systems aims to either guide radiologist in locating and
identifying possible abnormalities, known as computer aided detection (CADe) systems [50, 22],
or to assist in the diagnosis process of abnormalities previously detected, known as computer-
aided diagnostic (CADx) models [42]. The use of these systems reduce the subjectivity, decreasing
common errors and increasing interpretation reproducibility [86, 69, 91]. Moreover, new radiol-
ogist training has been improved when CAD systems are used as teaching assistants. However,
large variability among radiological findings also cause a variable detection and diagnosis perfor-
mance. Recent evaluations of commercial CADs [50, 22], show that it reaches a high sensitivity
in detecting calcifications (92%), but a lower figure, 75%, when detecting masses [125, 12, 55, 102]
and 50% for architecture distortions [9]. Additionally, a high rate of false positives has been also
reported, leading women without cancer to undergo further clinical evaluation or directly to un-
necessary breast biopsies [109, 54, 73, 39].
Most of CAD systems are black boxes that may detect suspicious regions but the user has no clue
about the criteria upon which such decision is based on, i.e., they are only used to classify regions
as either malignant or benign. This drawback has motivated the development of interactive CAD
systems (iCAD) that aid to interpret suspicious regions rather than to assist with the initial auto-
matic detection of these regions [48, 125]. Different initiatives have been proposed, among them,
content-based mammogram retrieval systems that pursuit to visually support the diagnosis pro-
cess by retrieving suspicious regions of interest with similar visual content from a mammography
database [52, 118, 127, 59]. This strategy aims to exploit the high-level information associated to
each retrieved region and to help the clinician with the evidence that might support a particular
case decision. Nevertheless, these systems ignore the importance of providing information for the
final diagnosis. [52, 127, 112]. From this discussion, systems that take advantage of both pattern
recognition and content-based retrieval based on image analysis could be useful in the develop-
ment of new CAD systems.
On the other hand, recently some researchers proposed a new type of CAD system, which be-
yond a final decision about malignancy of a radiological finding, aids radiologists to perform
intermediate steps in the interpretation process. Specifically, the idea of automatically describing
morphological features of detected radiological findings, is actually considered relevant to reduce
errors in breast cancer image analysis [3, 121, 112].
1.3. Research Challenges
As aforementioned, the idea of providing systems that aid radiologist to perform the radiological
BI-RADS report, could be useful to improve the breast cancer diagnosis. Particularly, detection
of architecture distortions and description of masses are not only the most challenging tasks but
the most relevant for defining a final BI-RADS category. Figure 1-2 shows some examples from
architectural distortions (1-2-a), masses (1-2-b) and segments of normal tissue. As observed, the
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first challenge is to decide whether a RoI contains or not a lesion since normal and abnormal
tissues exhibit a huge visual variability such as shape, margin and texture, furthermore, it is very
difficult to define accurately the edges of structures, reason by which segmentation based methods
often fail at detecting this kind of lesions.
Figure 1-2.: Regions of interest containing architectural distortions (a), masses (b) and normal
parenchymal tissue (c).
Detection of architectural distortions, a strong evidence of breast cancer, is crucial since the sole
detection is sufficient to assign the mammography categorization. In contrast, for a breast mass,
it is necessary to describe the mass features, namely shape, margin and density and with these
elements it is then possible to assign the category. As observed in Figure 1-3, after the BI-RADS
descriptor, the shape can be oval, round and irregular; the margin circumscribed, obscured, mi-
crolobulated, spiculated or indistinct; and the density, i.e. the attenuation of the mass with re-
spect to the glandular tissue, can be described as High density, Equal density, Low density or
Fat-containing. From a pattern recognition standpoint, this is a multi-labeling and multi-class
problem, a task far more challenging than the simple binary classification, i.e. benign or malig-
nant.
In both cases, lesion detection and mass feature description, a main challenge is to obtain a region
characterization that allows to discriminate the content of a region of interest.
1.4. Research Questions
This thesis is aimed to strengthen the breast cancer diagnostic process, for which automatic recog-
nition strategies have been proposed and used to describe lesions in terms of low-level descriptors.
In order to address the main research problem, the following research question was purposed:
How to reduce the diagnostic subjectivity produced by the high variability of mammographic
findings?
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Figure 1-3.: Feature descriptors defined by the BI-RADS system for labeling a mass.
1.5. Contributions and thesis outline
This work presents several contributions for breast abnormality analysis, focused on radiologic
interpretation. The different features are handcrafted but sufficiently general as to be part of a
clinic application, with minimal intervention of the radiologist and with no previous segmenta-
tion process at all. Main contributions are the original description of different biological patterns
by the use of two important multi-resolution image decomposition and linear saliency maps for
mammographic sings analysis: such as Zernike moments, Curvelets transforms and oriented lin-
earity patterns. The following are the main applications covered by the methods proposed in this
thesis, together with the corresponding references to published works.
Characterization of Breast Masses
An accuracy classification of breast masses between benign and malignant is still a difficult task,
a task usually dependent on a previous accurate segmentation of the lesion. The proposed char-
acterization was evaluated in two contexts: Classification and Content based image retrieval for
masses analysis. As a result of this thesis, the following papers have been published, which are
referred in the text:
• Fabián Narváez, Gloria Díaz, Cesar Poveda and Eduardo Romero:“An Automatic BI-RADS
Interpretation of Regions of Interest with Breast Masses by Fusing Multiresolution Descriptors”.
Journal of Expert Systems With Applications. In press, 2017.
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• Fabián Narváez and Eduardo Romero: “Breast mass classification using orthogonal moments”.
Breast Imaging, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Volume 7361, pages 64-71, 2012. ISBN:
978-3-642-31270-0 and ISSN 0302-9743
• Fabián Narváez, Gloria Díaz, Francisco Gómez and Eduardo Romero:“A content-based re-
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1.5.1. Characterization of Architectural Distortion
Unlike classic approaches that characterize linear structures by transforming the image to special-
ized spaces, a powerful technique was proposed to search of the linear saliency of a stellate pattern
in the spatial domain, aiming to strength the classification process. The main contribution consists
in detecting and characterizing the Linear Saliency in the spatial domain. The performance of this
strategy was published in:
• Fabián Narváez, Jorge Alvarez, Juan D. GarciaArteaga, Jonathan Tarquino and Eduardo
Romero: “Characterizing Architectural Distortion in mammograms by Linear Saliency”. Accepted
for the Journal of Medical Systems, 2016.
• Jorge Alvarez, Fabián Narváez, Cesar Poveda and Eduardo Romero:“Characterization of ar-
chitectural distortion on mammograms using a Linear Energy Detector”. SIPAIM2013, In Proc-
cedings on IX International Seminar on Medical Information Processing and Analysis, 2013.
• Fabián Narváez and Eduardo Romero:“Automatic Detection of Architectural Distortion in Mam-
mograms using Sparse Overcomplete Dictionaries of a Curvelet Descriptor”. MICCAI 2013 - Work-
shop on Breast Image Analysis, In Proccedings Vol 1, pp 106-113, 2013. ISSN: 0107-8283 and
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1.5.2. Thesis Outline
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2: Characterization of Breast Masses: This chapter introduces a new automatic BI-
RADS characterization of breast masses contained in a Regions of Interest (RoI). A detailed
description of breast masses is achiveved in terms of their shape, margin, and density. The
proposed approach learns relevant radiological characteristics from several multiscale de-
composition of the visual information, the Zernike polynomials and Curvelet bases, which
are optimally fused by a Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) strategy. The method first as-
sesses the presence of masses in the RoI by training a conventional support vector machine
(SVM) classifier. Once a RoI is identified as mass-positive, it feeds a bank of SVM binary
classifiers that selects the type of shape from the BI-RADS terms. The mass margin and
density are then set by combining the BI-RADS labels of the five most similar shapes in the
database. Accuracy and precision of the proposed approach is evaluated using two mam-
mogram databases, a full-field digital mammography and a digitized film-screen version of
mammographies.
• Chapter 3: Characterization of Architectural Distortion: This chapter presents a novel char-
acterization of architectural distortion by representing the linear saliency in mammography
Regions of Interest (ROI) as a graph composed of nodes, corresponding to locations along
the ROI boundary, and edges with a weight proportional to the line intensity integral along
the path connecting any pair of nodes. A set of eigenvectors from the adjacency matrix is
then used to extract discriminant coefficients that represent those nodes with higher salient
lines. A dimensionality reduction is further accomplished by selecting the pair of nodes
with major contribution for each of the computed eigenvectors. The set of main salient lines
is then assembled as a feature vector that inputs a conventional Support Vector Machine
(SVM). Accuracy and precision of the proposed approach is evaluated also using two mam-
mograms database, additionally an exhaustive comparison with other existing approaches
reported in the state-of-art demonstrates its benefits.
• Chapter 4: Conclusions and Perspectives: This final chapter presents the main conclusions
of the proposed work, highlighting the main contributions achieved and its impact in the
research area. In addition, it depicts some of the future research directions and perspectives
promoted by this thesis.
1.5.3. Contributing to related work
In the process of performing research the author has also contributed significantly to the following
publication.
• Lina Pedraza, Carlos Vargas, Fabián Narváez, O. Durán, E. Muñoz and Eduardo Romero:
“An open access thyroid ultrasound image database”. Tenth International Symposium on Medi-
cal Information Processing and Analysis, 92870W, 2015.
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2. Characterization of breast masses
A correct mammography evaluation demands great expertise and rigorous interpretation of some mammo-
graphic findings. Currently, the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) is accepted as a
standardized method to communicate mammographic findings. This report assigns a detailed description
to breast lesions in terms of their shape, margin, and density, a process highly dependent on the observer
experience. This chapter presents a new automatic BI-RADS characterization of breast masses contained in
a Regions of Interest (RoI). Instead of attempting a mass segmentation, the automatic description is based
on a multiresolution characterization of a region on interest (RoI). Likewise, the description problem is re-
cast by a conventional classification which is enriched with the knowledge from a mammographic database,
thereby improving the final description result. The contributions of this work is twofold: on the one hand,
a novel representation of breast masses that fuses two complementary multiresolution bases, the Zernike
pyramidal analysis, a complex orthogonal base, and a Curvelet transformation, a multiscale decomposition
suitable for capturing complex mixes of curved lines. On the other hand, a method that integrates a con-
ventional shape classification and a retrieval strategy which is used to assign the mass margin and density,
completing thereby a description fully compatible with the BI-RADS lexicon. The complete content of this
chapter has been published as a research article in the Journal of Expert Systems With Applications (see
[84]).
2.1. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in women and the second cause of cancer
women deaths [5], a cancer usually treatable if an early diagnosis is possible. Currently, X-ray
mammography is the only examination approved for both routine screening and symptomatic
diagnosis [106], which has demonstrated to be effective in reducing breast cancer mortality, in
percentages that vary from 30-70%, yet the screening sensitivity has been reported to be between
85 and 90% [14, 115]. Different radiologic signs such as masses, calcifications, bilateral asymme-
try and architectural distortion may be detected and followed up [108]. Usually, mammographic
findings exhibit a high variability, several shapes, sizes, locations and levels of radiographic densi-
ties which closely resemble the normal tissue, making the mammography interpretation an actual
radiology challenge. An incorrect interpretation may lead women without cancer to undergo fur-
ther clinical evaluation or directly to an unnecessary breast biopsy [73, 39].
Breast masses and micro-calcifications are important cancer markers, but masses may be much
more difficult to detect or interpret than micro-calcifications [130], among others because of their
poor contrast and blurred features. In fact, the complex superposition of breast tissues in mam-
mograms misleads the radiologic findings that define a degree of malignancy (benign or malig-
nant). Several strategies have aimed to increase the diagnosis accuracy and reduce the variable
interpretation. Among them, the American College of Radiology (ACR) developed the Breast
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Figure 2-1.: Different mass shapes and margins described according to the fifth BI-RADS version.
a) Oval-Circumscribed b) Round-Circumscribed c) Irregular-Indistinct d)Irregular-
Spiculated
Imaging-Reporting and Database System (BI-RADS), which standardizes the lesion description
by a radiologic semiology that categorizes specific radiologic features. These descriptions sup-
port the physicians BI-RADS decision, between 0 and 6, a value that determines the probability
of malignancy and the final recommendation [108]. Specifically, breast masses are described by
their shape, margin and density. In the fifth BI-RADS edition, the shape class is described as oval,
round and irregular and the margin as circumscribed, obscured, microlobulated, spiculated or indis-
tinct. Finally, the density class, the attenuation of the mass with respect to the glandular tissue,
can be described as High density, Equal density, Low density or Fat-containing . Figure 2-1 illustrates
different mass shapes and margins described with the BI-RADS lexicon. Once the radiologist
describes the mass in terms of the BI-RADS lexicon, a cancer probability of the lesion is set (0-6
scale). As illustration, a mass with round or oval shape, circumscribed margin and low density
has a high probability of being benign, while a mass with irregular shape, spiculated margin and
high-density is cancer suspicious [39]. This value also defines the particular patient management,
i.e., low values imply the patient is followed up while high values usually lead to the possibility
of biopsy and pathological study.
The BI-RADS system has remarkably improved the agreement among radiologists and decreased
the intra reader variability [119]. However, large variability at describing masses is still reported
[67, 73, 18]. Therefore, automatic description of these features is in consequence a potential benefit
for the process of supporting the final radiologist decision. Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD)
systems have been proposed for improving the reading workflow and the radiologist workload.
Most of them have been developed for detecting and classifying benign/malign breast masses as
second readers [36, 88, 87]. However, assigning BI-RADS descriptors is a much more complex
multi-class task that has been poorly explored in the literature [105, 121, 103, 53]. As far as we
know, automatic BI-RADS descriptions in terms of shape, margin, and density, has been only
proposed by [64, 63].
This chapter presents a novel method that automatically describes non-calcified mammography
masses following the lexicon introduced by the BI-RADS fifth edition. Instead of attempting a
mass segmentation, the automatic description is based on a multiresolution characterization of a
region on interest (RoI). Our previous works have shown the potential of multiresolution features
as mass descriptors [83, 82] and this chapter extends these works by generalizing the representa-
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tion and learning the relevant features for each descriptor. Likewise, the description problem is
recast by a conventional classification which is enriched with the knowledge from the database,
thereby improving the final description result.
The main contributions of this work are summarized below:
1. A novel representation of breast masses that fuses two complementary multiresolution bases,
the Zernike pyramidal analysis, a complex orthogonal base, and a Curvelet transformation,
a multiscale decomposition suitable for capturing complex mixes of curved lines.
2. A method that integrates a conventional shape classification and a retrieval strategy which
is used to assign the mass margin and density, completing thereby a description fully com-
patible with the BI-RADS lexicon.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: in the next section a literature review of previews
works is presented. In Section 2.3, the proposed method is described. Section 2.4 presents the ex-
perimental results, and the last sections are devoted to discussions, conclusions and future works.
2.2. Related works
The proposed approach deals with two breast different analyses: deciding whether a RoI contains
a mass or not (mass/non mass classification) and assigning a description to the mass, according
to the BI-RADS lexicon. This section presents a summary of the proposed methods related to each
of them.
2.2.1. Masses against normal tissue
Several methods have aimed to distinguish control tissue from masses in mammography, either
as main task [101] or as a first step of an automatic diagnosis [75, 123, 70]. Since shape and tex-
ture are relevant at characterizing masses, several feature extraction approaches have been in-
troduced. Usually, Zernike moments capture shape features from previously delineated masses
[107, 127, 128, 116]. These descriptors have shown to be more discriminant than others based on
geometrical and margin features [116, 107]. Moreover, Zernike moments and sharpness measures,
obtained from a segmented mass, have been also used by a Content Based-Image Retrieval (CBIR)
system [128, 127]. On the other hand, texture patterns have been represented by grey-level statis-
tics [101], local features [71, 1] and frequency-based approaches [75, 30, 95, 29, 25]. [30] evaluated
the performance of two multiresolution representations, curvelets and wavelets, for distinguish-
ing between benign, malignant and normal tissues. Best results were obtained by curvelets, ob-
taining an accuracy of 94.07%, while the highest performance achieved by wavelet functions was
90.05%. In 2012, the same authors evaluated the effect of introducing a feature selection step for
reducing the number of coefficients [29]. Additionally, the classification task was divided into two
stages, the first classifies normal versus abnormal tissues, and the second distinguishes whether
the abnormal tissue is benign or malignant. The maximum accuracy obtained for the classification
of normal versus abnormal tissue was 94.79% with the wavelets and 95.67% with the curvelets.
Recently [1] proposed a new descriptor, the uniform local directional pattern (ULDP), which is
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intensity invariant since it describes each neighborhood with edge information. An Az of 0.91 and
0.99 were reported when this descriptor was used to distinguish between normal and abnormal
tissues.
Fusion has been introduced as a promising strategy that strengths out the best properties of each
descriptor. [101] evaluated different features to be used by a system that classifies RoIs as masses
or normal tissues, using a SVM with RBF kernel model. After a parameter tuning, the combina-
tion of LBP and statistical features reported the best performance with an accuracy of 99.1%. [19]
combined LBP operators with curvelet coefficients to discriminate normal tissue and malignant
masses, and malignant from benign masses. After evaluating different classifiers, the best perfor-
mance was obtained by a SVM with polynomial kernel (Accuracy of 91 and 100% for DDSM and
BCDR-FMR datasets, respectively). [70] fuses texture and shape descriptors for establishing if a
RoI is normal tissue, benign or malignant lesion. Zernike moments are calculated from a series of
wavelet components and then used by a kernel-oriented neural network model. The best results
(Accuracy of 94.1%) were obtained using multiresolution Symlet 8.
2.2.2. Automatic description of BI-RADS mass features
As aforementioned, few strategies have been proposed to support the process of evaluating a
mammography mass using the lexicon defined by the BI-RADS system. The morphology of breast
masses is of course the base of the diagnosis, reason by which some approaches have been pro-
posed to characterize some mass shape, margin and density related features that are then used
for benign/malign classification [41, 118, 114, 10], for BI-RADS categorization (0 to 6) [76] and for
information retrieval [128] tasks. Moreover, some authors have proposed to simply use the radiol-
ogist’s BI-RADS mass description for the same purposes [74, 112, 88], but they have not attempted
shape, margin or density description tasks.
Although mass density has demonstrated to be an important predictor of breast cancer [129, 33,
130], only the method proposed by Kisilev et al. [64, 63] tried to classify it. Some works have
addressed the problem of classifying breast density [28, 60, 3, 89, 71], a feature also relevant for
the mammography report but different from the mass density, which is a description of the mass
density relative to normal fibroglandular breast tissue. Shape and margin descriptions have been
carried out using geometric and boundary-based features [113, 121, 103, 53], which require a pre-
vious segmentation step. Overall, methods describing the margin are limited to distinguish be-
tween spiculated and circumscribed masses [103, 53], a task simpler than the whole description
including the other three categories, namely obscured, microlobulated and indistinct.
2.3. Materials and Methods
2.3.1. Method overview
The method pipeline is illustrated in figure 2-2, starting by a preprocessing phase which is differ-
ent for each of the multiresolution bases and followed by their characterization.
Once the representation process is completed, a Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) technique com-
bines and learn the most relevant features from each of the two previous feature spaces. Using
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this image representation as input, the RoI is firstly classified as breast mass or control tissue
(non-mass) by a conventional support vector machine (SVM) classifier. If a RoI is mass-positive, a
multiclass bank of classifiers assigns the RoI to a single shape term, namely Oval, Round or Irregu-
lar. The RoI margin and density terms are then set by a different strategy that starts by recovering
the most similar mass shapes from a database using the histogram intersection as the similarity
metric. A weight is assigned to each of these masses, a weight proportional to the distance of
each shape to the hyperplane defined by the classifier that assigned the mass shape. The margin
and density terms are finally chosen by a simple voting strategy with the set of five most similar
(weighted) shapes.
Figure 2-2.: Proposed pipeline
2.3.2. Extraction of characteristics
Recent evidence suggests radiologists integrate visual information from different scales and fre-
quencies [13]. For the particular case of breast masses, radiologic analysis integrates information
from edges and local spatial patterns at different scales and orientations. Inspired by these studies,
the present investigation has explored two complementary representations that describe breast le-
sions from global (coarse shape) and local (texture) standpoints: a Zernike pyramidal analysis to
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capture the essential shape information and a Curvelet representation that describes the local in-
formation. Both representation bases require different pre-processing schemes.
A region-based shape analysis:
Mass shape has been reported as a main radiological sign [66], while Zernike moments have been
classically used as good region-based shape descriptors [107, 90, 46]. Provided that Zernike mo-
ments are insensitive to mass segmentation [127], this transformation results suitable for repre-
senting masses with blurry boundaries. In this case, the pre-processing step consisted in enhanc-
ing the RoI by using an adaptive histogram equalization [93], followed by a reduction of the dy-
namic range, i.e., a pixel-depth conversion strategy [2] that decreased the mammography range
from 16 to 8-bits. Overall, the distribution of intensities is highly variable along a mass boundary
and is usually a real challenge to determine where an edge is actually located. A reduction of the
dynamic range produces the effect of homogenizing the distribution of intensities while real edges
are conserved. In consequence, an additional further dimensionality reduction was performed by
mapping the [0, 255] usual intensity range to an interval with [0, 12] gray levels. The main purpose
of this nonlinear transformation was to obtain coarse mass representations that were more easily
captured by the Zernike moments, as illustrated in the upper panels of table 2-1, where a RoI with
[0, 255] grey levels is sequentially transformed to [0, 128], [0, 64] and [0, 12] grey levels. This trans-
formation preserves the Zernike representation, as demonstrated in table 2-1, where the variances
of the different p orders are shown for the sequence of images in the upper row. While the mean
is approximately the same (not shown in table 2-1), the variance (σ) of the sets of coefficients for
the different p orders (10 to 50), changes very little when the number of gray levels of the RoI is
adjusted from 256 to 12. As a conclusion, this drastic dimensionality reduction captures the low
shape frequencies and decreases the computational cost of the Zernike basis.
[0,255] [0,128] [0,64] [0,12]
p-order σ σ σ σ
10 2.357 2.357 2.354 2.344
20 1.261 1.260 1.261 1.273
30 0.897 0.897 0.897 0.902
40 0.728 0.729 0.729 0.738
50 48.042 48.718 49.914 50.257
Table 2-1.: Grey-level reduction analysis
Once the RoI was preprocessed, a region-based shape description is reached by computing the
Zernike moments as shown in [46], selecting a subset of coefficients from the Zernike pyramidal
analysis. The complex 2D Zernike moments of order p and q repetitions are defined in the unitary











where p = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,∞ and q is a positive or negative integer depending on p − |q| = even and








V ∗pq(x, y)f(x, y) (2-2)
where λ = δA/π is a normalizing constant and δA is the image area when projected onto the unit
circle of Zernike polynomials.
In this work, to achieve translation and scale invariance, a normalization technique is applied as
described in [26] by centering and scaling the reference frame (x, y) to (xa + x̄,
y
a + ȳ), being (x̄, ȳ)
the f(x, y) centroid and a =
√
β/m00 the scaling factor, with β the number of pixels in the mass
obtained by binarizing the RoI and m00 the geometrical moment of order zero. A particular RoI is
then mapped to the unitary circle by making the centroid of the RoI and the unitary circle centers
to coincide.
Classically, shape representations take the first five Zernike orders as approximation to the optical
aberrations produced by the human eye [127, 116], being ignored the high-order coefficients since,
depending on the image size, a simple calculation of the first 40 moments may take one hour
[46]. Provided that the computational cost was herein drastically reduced by the pre-processing
phase, moments up to the fifty order can be computed in less than 5 s. Additionally, the subset
of moments was also selected to represent the global mass characteristics (see figure 2-3). For
doing so, three sets of ten masses were randomly selected, decomposed and used to determine
the maximum number of orders required to obtain a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) larger
than 40 dB with respect to the original image. The test consisted in measuring the PSNR using
increments of ten orders, i.e., reconstruction was performed with the first ten orders, then twenty
and so on, finding that the PSNR reconstruction with the first fifty orders was always larger than
40 dB.
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Figure 2-3.: Panels b) and d) illustrate pyramidal Zernike representations, being the x-axis the
repetition q and the y-axis the order p. Panels a) and b) show an oval mass and its fifty
Zernike moments. Panels c) and d) depict an irregular mass and its corresponding
fifty Zernike moments
The group of 50 Zernike orders (p = 50) was further reduced by selecting the subset of mo-
ments with the larger statistical independence among the three groups of masses, namely round,
oval and irregular. This subset of Zernike orders was experimentally determined as follows: ten
masses per group were randomly selected and mapped to the Zernike pyramid of the first 50 or-
ders (illustrated in figure 2-3 ). Exhaustive comparison of the statistical differences for the three
different groups was performed by progressively assembling the Zernike orders, i.e., the first two
orders, the first three orders and so on. A two-way ANOVA tested the null hypothesis that all
the populations from the three groups of moments have identical means. Statistical differences
(p < 0.05) were only demonstrated for the set of moments between 45 and 50 and the analysis was
therefore performed only within this range. The vector feature is then obtained by concatenating
six normalized histograms, each corresponding to an order between 45 and 50, and the similarity
metrics is the histogram intersection. Interestingly, the choice of a maximal order (50) avoided any
numerical instability produced when larger frequencies are included, a limitation of the Zernike
polynomials produced by the discretization of these continuous bases. In this work, the numer-
ical and geometrical errors were corrected as shown in [46], while the iterative algorithm [126]
corresponds to a modification of the original method presented in [62].
The Curvelet characterization
The Curvelet transform performs a multiscale decomposition [21] using a set of statistically de-
pendent bases. In addition to the usual scale and location informations, each of these Curvelet
bases captures the associated orientation. This transformation in particular constrains each scale
to follow the parabolic anisotropic scaling law: width ≈ length2 [21], ensuring that mass shape
and texture patterns are preserved at different scales. Several investigations have demonstrated
the Curvelet is a proper texture descriptor in different public databases [37], while others have
shown Curvelets outperform transforms like wavelets or Gabor in classification tasks [30, 29]. In
the frequency domain, a Curvelet is constructed as the product of two windows: the angular and
the radial dyadic frequential coronas. The angular window represents the directional analysis
and the radial dyadic window is a bandpass filter with cut frequencies following the parabolic
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anisotropic scaling law [21]. Because of this anisotropic property, Curvelets adapt much better to
scaled curves than other transforms and therefore result very robust to noise.
Figure 2-4.: Pre-processed RoI by using the adaptative histogram equalization and median filter
The pre-processing step aimed in this case to preserve main texture patterns and to define a com-
parable level of intensity. A median filter smoothed out the particular RoI while an adaptive
adjustment of the histogram [65] highlighted the main textural patterns and conserved important
edges, as illustrated in figure 2-4.
The RoI was then decomposed into four scales with 32 orientations, for a total of 128 subbands.
The curvelet descriptor was constructed by concatenating normalized versions of the different
subbands, i.e., 32 orientations at the four scales. The similarity metrics in this case is the histogram
intersection of the whole descriptor. The curvelet transform uses herein unequally-spaced fast
Fourier transform, a decimated rectangular grid tilted along the main direction of each curvelet
[21].
Fusion of Multiresolution Descriptors
Once the Zernike and Curvelet analyses are performed, a kernel strategy aims to choose the op-
timal way of combining the information obtained from these two representation sources. Specif-
ically, the fusion tries to find optimal values for the parameters that maximize the discriminative







A linear combination Ŝ(x) of the different features Sφ(x) extracted from the two spaces, with
proper weights, might increase the between class separation. The problem with this strategy is
that important information from individual features may be lost when somehow linearly com-
bining feature spaces. The proposed fusion uses then a different strategy that keeps all the in-
formation from the two feature spaces and only fuses them when a decision needs to be made.
Specifically, Zernike and Curvelet spaces are used as input to a discriminant function, DW (x),
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where W ∈ R|Φ|×M×N is the vector of parameters that indicates the relative importance of the
feature vector Sφ(x) extracted from each space and Ψ1,...,φ : [Sφ]M×N → F is a function that
maps each descriptor Sφ(x) to a feature space F , herein defined by the histogram intersection
metrics. The value of DW (x) is expected to satisfy D(x) ≥ 0 if x corresponds to a specific class
and DW (x) < 0 if x is not part of that class. This formulation has the advantage of improving the
flexibility by allowing the model to account for potentially complex non-linear interactions of the
original single space values corresponding to different features and scales.
Provided that only two different spaces need to be combined, the functions Ψ are charged of
mapping the descriptors to a new feature space with a dot product defined by the histogram
intersection, where complex non-linear patterns become linear. This is a well known strategy
used in kernel methods, the kernel trick, where the mappings Ψ are implicitly induced by a kernel
function. A kernel is a function k : X ×X → R associated to a mapping Ψ1,...,φ : X → F such that
∀x, y ∈ X, k(x, y) =< Ψ1(x),Ψ1(y) >F , i.e., k calculates the dot product in F . Intuitively, a kernel
may be seem as a function that measures the similarity between two objects of the input space, in
the present case, the histogram intersection. In the proposed model, the input space may be the
space of Curvelets, the Zernike maps or the fused descriptor.








max(0, 1− yiDW (xi)) + ‖W‖22
}
(2-5)
where xi represents a training RoI, yi ∈ {−1, 1} represents the corresponding label, N is the num-
ber of training samples, and C controls the regularization of the model. The first term of the
objective function in equation 2-5 is a loss function that penalizes the wrong classification of train-
ing samples and the second term is the regularizer of the W parameter. The C parameter was
set to 1000 after an exhaustive search of the optimum value under a 10-fold cross validation of
the available data. The resultant weights combine the different kernels, associated to each feature
vector, aiming to obtain a maximal separation between the two classes
Regarding the functions Ψ, in this work we used the histogram intersection kernel defined as:





min (sp(i, j), sq(i, j)) (2-6)
This histogram intersection kernel requires the different orders of the Zernike moments and the
several sub-bands of the Curvelet coefficients are normalized.
The proposed model fuses the different spaces by combining their respective kernels, instead of
directly adding the spaces themselves, the optimization problem in equation 2-5 is treated as a
Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) problem, aiming to find a good discriminant hyperplane. Sev-
eral MKL formulations have been introduced so far, the approach herein used was proposed by
[122], the Generalized Multiple Kernel Learning (GMKL). In practice the fusion is implemented at
the level of the different descriptors obtained by the multiresolution analysis, namely four scales
and 32 orientations for the curvelet and five orders (from 45 to 50) for the Zernike base. Each
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of these descriptors is basically a normalized histogram, i.e., a probability distribution function
(pdf). The training phase constructs the similarity matrices by intersecting the pdfs correspond-
ing to each descriptor, i.e. separately per scales, orientations and orders. The several obtained
kernels or similarity matrices are then linearly combined by the MKL which finds out a linear
combination that optimizes the separation between classes. The SVM is then trained with this op-
timized kernel version. Once a new case arrives, the obtained multiresolution descriptors for this
case are intersected against the support vectors obtained in the SVM training phase and linearly
combined using the weights computed by the MKL. The new kernel then feeds the SVM model
that takes the binary decision.
2.3.3. Screening RoIs for masses
A first stage of the proposed method consists in establishing whether or not a particular RoI con-
tains a mass. Once breast images are mapped to the three different spaces as described so far,
the different representations feed SVM classical binary classifiers that use its precomputed ker-
nels by computing the histogram intersection as distance metric, and classify the particular RoI as
containing or not a mass.
2.3.4. Setting the mass shape with a bank of classifiers
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classical classifier that discriminates two classes [24], yet this
algorithm can be adapted to a multi-class problem. A multi-class SVM classifier can be obtained
by training several classifiers and combining their results with a structure known as the bank of
classifiers. The bank herein implemented trains one classifier per class to discriminate between
that class and the rest of classes. Each classifier assumes positive values when cases belong to the
trained class and negative values otherwise. In a multiclass problem, these values are compared
and the decision of the bank of independent classifiers is the value for which the discriminating
function is maximal. The most common discrimination function is the signed distance between a




, i = 1, 2, ..., n (2-7)
where wi and bi are, respectively, the normal and the bias of the hyperplane related to the ith
classifier. Hence, given a RoI x, the label c is assigned as c(x) = max
i=1,2...,n
fi(x). This baseline
assigns thereby a unique label to the different classes and a complete description is obtained.
2.3.5. Estimating a mass description by retrieving similar shapes
One main contribution of the present proposal is the integration of prior knowledge in the database,
improving that way the description quality. The process of annotating a mass consists in assign-
ing a particular label to a mass feature. However, in this particular problem the classes are not
independent and the description may be considered as hierarchical, that is to say, certain depen-
dences are unavoidable, for instance a mass can be round and the margin circumscribed but never
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spiculated. This sort of conceptual connection was herein exploited by designing a new auto-
matic description strategy. The approach starts by classifying a particular shape since this is the
most global feature and therefore less prone to be contaminated by noise. Once the evaluated
RoI is assigned, the strategy retrieves RoIs in the database with the same shape and selects the k
most similar ones, using the discrimination function in equation 2-7 as the similarity metric. The k
number of masses was determined by an extensive tuning over the set of available masses, five for
the present investigation. This set of similar RoIs assigns the missing classes, margin and density
(recall only shape has been set so far), using the associated terms of the recovered RoIs. A simple
majority voting decides any of the missing margin and density, but every vote is weighted by the
distance to the hyperplane found by the shape classifier using the metrics defined in equation 2-7.
2.3.6. Evaluation metrics
In a typical classification task, a classifier assigns an instance to one of a finite and mutually ex-
clusive collection of possibilities and therefore each instance is associated to a single label. In
contrast, multi-label problems include cases that allow a variable number of labels, which are as-
signed to each instance, as in the present case. Multi-label learning can be stated as the problem of
finding a model that maps the input to a binary vector, rather than to scalar outputs, as in the ordi-
nary classification problem. Usually, this multi-label problem is transformed into a simpler binary
problem for each label. This is usually found in the literature as the binary relevance method [47],
which consists in independently training one binary classifier for each label so that any of these
bank-binary-classifiers can then be individually applied to assign a particular label.
The classification performance for shape, margin and density classes were herein independently
evaluated under a multi-label approach. In consequence, a set of binary "one-vs-all" SVM classi-
fiers were trained and evaluated. The best set of parameters for each classifier were chosen from
a conventional 10-fold cross validation. The performance of the multi-label task was measured by
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. In addition, Accuracy tp+tnT+N was computed from the confusion
matrix, where each column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class while each
row represents the instances in an actual class, namely tp (true positive), tn (true negative), T (all
positive) and N (all negative). Finally, the performance of the mass recovery strategy was eval-
uated by the conventional precision-recall curve obtained when iteratively recovering sets of the
five most similar lesions.
2.3.7. Mammographic Databases
The herein proposed strategy is evaluated using different quality levels of mammographic images,
a digitized version of screen-film mammographies and full-field digital mammographies. For this,
two separate datasets are used containing each one a set of RoIs extracted from two public mam-
mographic image databases, the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM)1 and the
1http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/Mammography/Database.html
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INBreast database2, respectively. A brief description for each dataset is underneath shown.
- The DDSM database: the Digital Database for Screening Mammography database (DDSM) [44],
a mammography database widely used as an evaluation benchmark [79, 45, 131], was herein
used to assess the present proposal. This open access database is constituted of digitized images
of mammographic films with the corresponding technical and clinical information. The whole
DDSM database contains a total of 2620 cases, each including four images obtained from Cranio-
Caudal (CC) and Mediolateral-Oblique (MLO) views as well as specific BI-RADS descriptions that
were annotated by expert radiologists according to BI-RADS fourth edition. In this investigation,
a subset of mammographies were chosen, the inclusion criteria were: 1) similar image quality,
2) balanced number of the type of masses, 3) only a single lesion was assessed, i.e., this study
excluded masses with calcifications, architectural distortion or cases with the presence of clips or
pencil marks in the mass area. Thus, a subset of mammographies digitized either with Lumisys
laser film scanner at 50 µm or a Howtek scanner at 43.5 µm pixel resolution and at a dynamic
range of intensities of 212=4096 gray level tones, were selected. Then, a cropping process was car-
ried out. The mass location and size, information associated to each case, were used to manually
crop squared sub-images centered at the mass. This is because of image annotations, in DDSM
database, include level boundary of the findings, which is not considered an accurate segmen-
tation. In this work, the input size to RoIs was defined to n x n pixels. Specifically, RoIs were
cropped to the bounding box of the lesions and rescaled to n x n pixels preserving the aspect ratio
when either width or hight of the bounding box are greater than n, otherwise the lesion is cen-
tered without scaling and preserving the background tissues. In consequence, a set of 980 regions
of interest were extracted from this DDSM database by including CC and MLO views, distributed
as 490 regions of interest with normal tissue (non-mass) and 490 regions of interest with breast
masses. The RoIs used as normal tissues, with no mass, corresponded to exactly the same dimen-
sions but at a random locations in the glandular tissue. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the set
of different masses according to BI-RADS description extracted from DDSM database.
- The INBreast database: additional evaluation was performed using the cases stored in the
INBreast project [77]. The INBreast database contains mammographies in DICOM format and ac-
quired at the Hospital de São João, Breast Centre, Porto, Portugal. This collection of cases includes
masses, calcifications, asymmetries and distortions. A total of 115 cases (410 images) constitutes
this database, from which 90 cases are bilaterally documented (4 images per case) and 25 are pa-
tients mastectomized (2 images per case in these cases). In consequence, a set of 108 masses were
extracted as well as 108 normal RoIs. The mass location and size, associated to each case, were
taken from the contours drawn by experts and provided in XML format.
Finally, the set of RoIs evaluated in the present investigation was updated to the fifth version by
our expert radiologist who has reported experience reading mammographies by at least fifteen
years. The RoIs with control tissues were chosen from the fibroglandular tissue, for which the
expert selected a squared region of the same size of the mass. Likewise, the mass density was
described by the expert, a sign not included in the original DDSM database. Figure 2-5 shows
2http://medicalresearch.inescporto.pt/breastresearch/index.php/Get_INbreast_Database
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Figure 2-5.: Histogram distribution of the different BI-RADS features in percentage for both
databases, the DDSM (top row) and the INBreast (bottom row). a) and d) shape dis-
tribution for features Oval, round and Irregular; b) and e) margin distribution for
features circumscribed, obscured, microlobulated, indistinct and spiculated; c) and f)
density distribution for features high, equal, low and fat
the distribution of masses for the different shapes, margins and densities that were herein chosen,
aiming to preserve a balanced number of masses for each database.
2.4. Results
The proposed method was twofold evaluated. First, for the task of classifying an input RoI as
mass or control tissue (non-mass). Second, when assessing the accuracy of assigning a particular
shape and the subsequent margin and density terms using the subset of retrieved masses with a
similar shape. The experimental evaluation process was implemented in MATLAB R14, running
on a Linux PC with 2 Intel Quad Core i7 at 3.07 GHz and 24 GB of RAM. In all experiments, we
used the Generalized Multiple Kernel Learning (GMKL) source code as the implementation of
the Multiple Kernel Learning strategy [122], while the SVM classifier was implemented using the
LIBSVM toolbox [23], with precomputed kernel matrices.
2.4.1. Screening RoIs for Masses
A first task with the proposed method consisted in detecting whether or not a mass was present in
the experimental set of RoIs, composed of 980 RoIs extracted from the DDSM database (490 with
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normal tissues and 490 with masses) and a set of 216 RoIs from the INBreast database (108 controls
and 108 with masses), respectively. This evaluation compared the performance obtained by using
Zernike (ZM), Curvelet (CT) and the proposed fused (ZM-CT) bases. The three representation
bases were used as input to a classical binary SVM classifier with precomputed kernel matrices.
The two sets were 70-30 split, a random selected 70% for training while the remaining 30% was
used for validation, a process repeated 10 times. In addition to the aforementioned evaluation
metrics, the area under the curve (Az) of the ROC curve was also included. The results obtained
for this task are presented in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2.: Averaged performance under a 70 − 30% fold validation scheme for the task of classi-
fying RoIs as normal or containing breast masses for DDSM and INBreast databases
DDSM INBreast
ZM-CT ZM CT ZM-CT ZM CT
Az 0.94 0.79 0.78 0.98 0.88 0.87
Sensitivity 96.2 83.3 82.2 98.6 90.1 88.4
Specificity 93.1 80.1 78.3 99.1 89.3 85.2
Precision 95.3 80.2 80.1 99.6 92.1 87.3
Accuracy 96.8 84.2 82.2 99.8 91.0 89.7
F1−score 95.7 83.1 82.1 99.0 90.1 87.8
Overall, the fused descriptor (ZM-CT) outperforms the Zernike (ZM) and Curvelet (CT) bases,
reaching a sensitivity of 96.2 % for the DDSM and 98.6 % for the INBreast databases, while the
respective specificities were 93.1 % and 99.1 %. In addition, the Accuracy and Az metrics shows
remarkable results, with 96.8 and 0.94 for DDSM database and 99.8 and 0.98 for INBreast database,
respectively. Finally, the F1-score evidences also a higher accuracy with the fused base when
comparing with the two baselines.
2.4.2. The mass description
The description task is achieved by firstly assigning a particular shape to the mass with a bank
of classifiers and then completing the margin and density labels by integrating the information
associated to a set of similar masses retrieved from the database.
Setting the mass shape with a bank of binary classifiers
This experimentation assessed the discrimination power of the fused base to assign a shape term
to the RoI, namely Round, Oval and Irregular. This multi-label problem was approached by a bank
of binary SVM classifiers, trained using a conventional 10-fold cross validation scheme, under a
“one vs all" paradigm, i.e., every binary classifier associates a particular shape term to the positive
label while the others are considered as negative. The histogram intersection was the metrics used
as a precomputed kernel function for each classifier. If only a single classifier is positive, the mass
is assigned after this classifier, but if more than one classifier is positive, the decision is taken using
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a distance criterion to the SVM hyperplane, i.e., the classifier with the largest distance to the SVM
hyperplane (see equation 7). This choice is guided by the hypothesis that the farther the sample is
w.r.t the classification hyperplane the larger the probability the sample belongs to that class, or in
other words, the method selects the sample that is closer to the class centroid.
Table 2-3.: Performance of the bank of classifiers and the three descriptors at setting the RoIs with
a shape term, namely Round, Oval and Irregular for each database, respectively
DDSM INBreast
ZM-CT ZM CT ZM-CT ZM CT
Sensitivity 92.3 89.4 86.4 97.7 93.3 87.5
Specificity 89.2 87.4 81.4 96.3 89.8 83.6
Precision 88.2 82.3 78.9 96.5 90.2 85.4
Accuracy 92.1 88.6 80.2 98.2 92.3 90.6
F1−score 90.2 85.7 82.4 96.9 90.1 84.6
Results are shown in table 2-3. In general, the best performance was obtained for the INBreast
database. Zernike bases show they capture low level features, with sensitivity of about 89 % and
93 % and respective specificities of 87 % and 89 % for the two databases. Accuracy, precision
and F1-measure evidence a slight superiority of the Zernike descriptor, likely indicating a better
global description. The fused descriptor outperforms the other two at assigning the shape class
description for the two databases
Recovering similar masses
Provided that a classification function unavoidably generates a biased discrete topology or parti-
tion of the feature space, we also evaluated the metrics for recovering a series of similar sets of
masses, that is to say the aptness of the method to obtain a similar description. Unlike the classifi-
cation task, the retrieval assesses the bias of the similarity function, a task that is usually evaluated
with the precision-recall curve. In general, precision (positive predictive value) is the proportion
of retrieved masses that is relevant in a particular search, while recall (sensitivity) is the fraction
of relevant masses that are retrieved. Both precision and recall quantify the number of relevant
masses.
Specifically, the test consisted in determining what percentage of the retrieved set of masses ex-
actly matched the same description of the query. The set of evaluated queries is presented in
table 2-4, being each query a set of ten randomly selected RoIs from the database with the same
description. For a particular query, the system retrieved the set of the most similar 50 RoIs from
the whole database, with increments of 5 RoIs.
Unlike the DDSM dataset, the INBreast database contains a reduced number of breast masses with
a similar BI-RADS description (i.e In terms of shape, margin and density). Therefore, this task was
only performed for the DDSM dataset.
Six different queries were assessed and are shown in table 2-4. An oval shape is then either circum-
scribed with high density or obscured with equal density. The round mass is either circumscribed
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Table 2-4.: The different full BI-RADS descriptions available in the DDSM database and the num-
ber of RoIs for each. The query number stands for a particular experiment
Query Shape Margin Density Number
1 Oval Circumscribed High 50
2 Obscured Equal 54
3 Round Circumscribed High 50
4 Obscured Equal 103
5 Irregular Spiculated High 130
6 Indistinct Equal 103
with high density or obscured with equal density while the irregular mass is either spiculated
with high density or Indistinct with equal density. Obviously the retrieval task requires a simi-
larity notion, which in this case corresponded to the strategy presented in section 2.3.5. Briefly,
a bank of classifiers establishes the mass shape while the margin and density terms are chosen
by the voting strategy presented in section 2.3.5. A positive result is an exact match of the three
description features, namely shape, margin and density.
Figure 2-6 shows the Precision-Recall curves obtained for oval masses with different margin and
density, that is to say, queries 1 and 2 in table 2-4. Each point of this curve corresponds to the
precision-recall obtained with increments of five masses. In both curves the fused approach (blue
line) outperforms the other two representations.
Figure 2-6.: Precision vs. Recall curves for Oval masses with (a) Query 1: Circumscribed margin
and High density, (b) Query 2: Obscured margin and Equal density
When retrieving similar oval masses with a circumscribed margin and high density, the precision
and recall averages were 93.7 % and 72.5 % with the fused descriptor, 85.72 % and 56 % with the
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Zernike moments and 85.4 % and 50.9 % with the curvelets. On the other hand, for masses also
Oval but margin Obscured and Equal density, the fused descriptor averaged precision and recall
were 94.3 % and 71.7 %, they were 80.1 % and 65.5 % with the Zernike moments and 84.1 % and
55.3 % with the curvelets.
Figure 2-7.: Precision vs. Recall curves for Round masses with (a) Query 3: Circumscribed margin
and High density, (b) Query 4: Obscured margin and Equal density
Figure 2-7 shows the Precision-Recall curves obtained for round masses with different margin and
density. Again, both curves show how the fused approach outperforms the other two descriptors.
For circumscribed margin and high density, the precision and recall averages were 90.8 % and
67.2 % with the fused descriptor, 83.1 % and 60.1 % with the Zernike moments and 81.1 % and
60.6 % with the Curvelets. On the other hand, for masses also round but margin obscured and
equal density, the averaged precision and recall were 89.3 % and 61.2 % with the fused descriptor,
84.7 % and 54.5 % with the Zernike moments and 79.8 % and 52.4 % with the Curvelets.
Figure 2-8 shows the Precision-Recall curves obtained for irregular masses with different margin
and density. As in previous queries, both curves show the fused approach (blue line) outper-
forming the other two representations. For retrieving the most similar irregular masses with a
spiculated margin and high density, the precision and recall averages were 89.7 % and 64.7 % with
the fused descriptor, 80.2 % and 57.2 % with the Zernike moments and 83.3 % and 65.7 % with the
Curvelets. On the other hand, with masses also irregular but margin indistinct and equal density,
the averaged precision and recall were 86.7 % and 55.7 % with the fused descriptor, 79.2 % and
56.2 % with the Zernike moments and 80.3 % and 53.7 % with the Curvelets.
Describing the mass with a set of similar retrieved masses
The description method consists in setting the mass shape by a bank of classifiers and then assign-
ing the margin and density using the information associated to the set of five most similar shapes
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Figure 2-8.: Precision vs. Recall curves for Irregular masses with (a) Query 5: Spiculated margin
and High density, (b) Query 6: Indistinct margin and High density
retrieved from a database. This approach hypothesizes that a mass shape is a global characteristic
that is less sensitive to noise and uncertainty, unlike margin and density which are concepts much
more related to local information. The complete description is achieved by a weight voting of the
margin and density associated to these five retrieved masses. These weights correspond to the
distance of each of these similar lesions, in the SVM space, to the closer hyperplane.
Table 2-5.: Classification performance for the margin and density terms for DDSM database. Re-
call that the shape has been already assigned at this point and the whole description
requires also the margin and density terms
ZM-CT Retrieval Approach
Sensitivity Specificity Acc Sensitivity Specificity Acc
Margin 80.3 79.1 82.6 89.2 85.6 92.2
Density 79.3 83.2 84.3 87.4 94.4 93.6
Table 2-5 presents the results of the evaluation of the complete description strategy with the same
set of lesions used for the previous shape classification for DDSM database, the shape values
were not included since they were already presented in Section 2.4.2. This scheme was compared
against the bank of classifiers which was also trained to determine each term of the margin and
density BI-RADS features. The three metrics, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, remarkably
improved when applying the retrieving strategy, for the case of margin the sensitivity improved
from 80% to about 90%, the specificity increased from 80% to 85%, and the accuracy also increased
from 82% to 92%,. The density feature also improved a sensitivity of about 80 % to 87 %, specificity
from 83 % to 94 % and accuracy from 84 % to 93 %.
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This task was also performed with the INBreast database, achieving the complete mass description
under the same protocol of progressively recovering 5 more masses. Table 2-6 presents the results
for the INBreast dataset. As observed for the other database, the obtained sensitivity, specificity
and accuracy improved when applying the retrieving strategy, for the margin sensitivity increased
from 82% to about 88%, the specificity from 80% to 87% and the accuracy from 82% to 92%. The
mass density feature also raised the sensitivity from 83 % to 87 %, the specificity from 85 % to 93 %
and the accuracy from 84 % to 93 %. Despite the reduced number of RoIs in the INBreast dataset,
the fused descriptor proved to capture relevant information.
Table 2-6.: Classification performance for the margin and density terms for INBreast dataset. Re-
call that the shape has been already assigned at this point and the whole description
requires also the margin and density terms
ZM-CT Retrieval Approach
Sensitivity Specificity Acc Sensitivity Specificity Acc
Margin 82.4 80.3 82.0 88.7 87.2 91.4
Density 83.6 85.5 84.8 87.8 93.2 93.1
Finally figure 2-9 illustrates the complete mass description for DDSM database, refined by the
retrieval process. The two masses are shown at the left panel of top and bottom rows together
with their most similar retrieved masses. The classification distance is used to weight each of the
five masses which are then combined by the weighted voting strategy.
Figure 2-9.: The retrieval scheme and the whole description of two masses at the upper and bot-
tom rows: the queried mass is shown at the first panel from left to right. The 5 most
similar masses are shown by order of similarity from left to right. The annotations
associated to the retrieved masses are combined by the weight voting strategy.
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2.5. Discussion
Overall, there is a great difficulty at attempting to contextualize the presented results since other
existing methods either use different databases or, even using the same database, the experimental
setup is different. However, the presented results are competitive or outperform many methods
of the state-of-the art.
Table 2-7 shows a summary of several methods that differentiate a mass from normal tissue in
RoIs extracted from different databases, including the two used in the present investigation. These
methods inform the area under the ROC curve Az or the Accuracy, two metrics that can be seen
as complementary. Evaluation of these methods is performed with different databases, MIAS
[75, 29, 1], BCDR [19], IRMA [70] and the two databases used here (DDSM and INBreast). Over-
all, the present method is competitive and the evaluation is obviously more extensive, the num-
ber of DDSM RoIs was 980 while the number of ROIS with the other databases is considerably
smaller. This factor is important if one considers that masses are likely the most variable lesions
of the breast pathology at a radiologic level. The method presented by [1] reported a slightly
larger Az than ours, 0.99 against 0.98 for the INBreast database, but the present method reaches a
higher value for the digitized database (0.94 for the DDSM against 0.91 for the MIAS). The present
approach also outperforms other methods that proposed to combine different texture features
[75, 101, 19], even the method proposed by [70] that fuses texture (wavelet decomposition) and
shape (Zernike moments) representations.
Table 2-8 summarizes the best results presented by several methods when describe masses in
terms of the BI-RADS mass features. Table 2-8 is organized by first introducing some methods
that have classified the mass shape, then the mass margin and finally those works that have in-
vestigated the automatic classification of the mass shape, margin and density. As was mentioned
above, there are no previous works that only classified the mass density feature. Regarding the
shape description, the methods presented in [113] and [121] reported a very high accuracy but
with less than the fourth part of the cases that we used here, reason by which the sources of
noises of this work are considerably smaller and results can be considered more biases than those
herein presented. Regarding the margin, the proposed approach clearly outperforms the other
two methods [103, 53]. Moreover, since those methods differentiate only spiculated from circum-
scribed masses. Likewise, when comparing with the methods proposed by kisilev et al. [64, 63]
that carry out a full description of the shape, margin and density, the present method reaches
higher values of the accuracy metrics.
On the other hand, recent content based image retrieval investigations have been proposed to
support diagnosis [27, 133], proving a substantial improvement when examining masses in mam-
mograms [80]. This kind of systems aims to retrieve cases with similar visual content and use the
associated information to improve the final diagnosis. One of the most important issues when
developing a retrieval system is that the extracted features have to be discriminative enough to
represent different lesion characteristics. Recent content based image retrieval investigations have
been proposed to support diagnosis of breast masses. [127] devised a system that selected the best
characteristics under a custom made metrics, a relevance measure that is weighted after the ra-
diologist feedback. They evaluated the effect of both Zernike moments and margin features as
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Table 2-7.: Comparison of results obtained for the BI-RADS mass description task.
Reference Database RoI Feature Extraction Classifier Results
Moayedi(2010) MIAS 90 Contourlets, GLCM
and Morphology
SVM Ac 96.6










Statistical features Ac 98.4
LBP Ac 98.4





IN-breast 407 Az 0.99
Bruno (2016)
DDSM 240
LBP and Curvelets PL
Az 0.91




de Lima (2016) IRMA 355 Zernike-Wavelets SVM-
ELM
Ac 94.1
Our method DDSM 980 fused ZM-CT SVM Az 0.94,
Acc 96.8
INBreast 216 fused ZM-CT SVM Az 0.98,
Acc 99.8
low level descriptors and assessed their aptness to retrieve similar masses under a full BI-RADS
description. The data set consisted of 1919 mammograms from the DDSM database. Four mass-
classes were tested, namely IRR-ILL (265 masses with irregular shape and ill-defined margin),
LOB-CIR (178 masses with lobulated shape and circumscribed margin), OVA-OBS (152 masses
with oval shape and obscured margin), and ROU-CIR (59 masses with round shape and circum-
scribed margin). Their results showed the highest precision, 70%, with the ROU-CIR class, when
retrieving the first nine RoIs and 68 to 65% for the rest of the ninety retrieved RoIs. Precision fell
down with the other three lesion classes, from 57% to 45%. In contrast, the presented method
retrieved the first five most similar regions with a precision of 92% for IRR-ILL (masses with ir-
regular shape and ill-defined margin), while the other three classes were found to have precision
rates from 80% to 85%
The use of the Zernike moments has been reported for the task of classifying a breast mass as
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Table 2-8.: Comparison of results obtained for the BI-RADS mass description task.
Shape
Reference Database RoI Feature Extraction Classifier Results
[105] DDSM 100 Beamlet Decorated
Recursive Dyadic
Partition
KNN Ac 72 - 78














396 Spiculation and ci-
cumscription mea-
surements
Threshold Az 0.87 and 0.96
[53] DDSM 211 Spiculation index Threshold Az 0.70
Shape, margin, and density
[64]





Ac 71 (Shape) Ac
69 (Margin) Ac
73 (Density)






Ac 82 (Shape) Ac
77 (Margin)






Ac 92.1 (Shape) Ac
92.2 (Margin) Ac
93.6 (Density)
INBreast 216 Ac 98.2 (Shape) Ac
91.4 (Margin) Ac
93.1 (Density)
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benign or malignant [116, 107], but not for discriminating normal tissue from masses. These ap-
proaches characterize manually delineated regions using very low (up to 10th) or low (from 10th
to 17th) orders of the Zernike moments which are then used as input to some classifier, while in
this investigation a mass was found and described in a RoI without any previous segmentation (a
more challenging task). A main contribution of the present investigation has been the adaptation
of the Zernike moments to this specific problem, resulting in a small subset of moments with little
information loss, i.e., from the 45th to 50th orders, and drastically reducing the computational cost
(about 5 s compared with the described scale of hours). This approach is further complemented
by the fusion with the curvelet base and a retrieval strategy that both mitigate what might be lost
by the use of the pure Zernike moments. The exhaustive evaluation has demonstrated a remark-
able performance of the present method in very different tasks, classification or retrieval, and the
possibility of learning from new data. In spite of that, some limitations of the proposed method
are:
• Since the proposed system has been devised to be integrated with the radiologist work flow,
the input RoIs must be previously selected. This human intervention limits the method to
be part of a conventional computer aided detection system (CADx) but increases the control
the expert has on the final diagnoses.
• An accurate margin and density description fully depends on the initial shape classification,
a task for which the method showed good results in the present investigation. However,
a necessary further evaluation would require a larger database. Some errors might be ob-
served with masses located near the pectoral muscle or within highly dense tissue distribu-
tion, case in which even for an experimented radiologist the diagnosis could be misleading.
• In addition, the margin and density description also depends on the number of available
masses in the database: The smaller the mass variability, the higher the probability of misdi-
agnoses.
• Another point is that the method was devised and trained to describe only raw masses,
that is to say, with no other abnormalities. However, many masses present mixed patterns
with several lesions, i.e., a mass may contain some calcifications or architectural distortions.
These patterns of course surely would require a different type of training that however was
far from the scope of this investigation.
2.6. Conclusions and future works
The whole method is built upon a pair of complementary multiresolution representations, i.e.,
Zernike moments and Curvelet coefficients, optimally fused (combined) by an adaptable Multiple
Kernel Learning framework. After the exhaustive evaluation in classification (mass/non mass)
and retrieval (mass description) tasks, the method has demonstrated a high accuracy level. The
CBIR strategy has integrated the knowledge stored in the database with the actual radiologist’s
work flow, facilitating thereby the interaction of the radiologist with cases already diagnosed in
the collection.
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The multiresolution analysis captures shape information with no need of a previous mass seg-
mentation or delineation, a side advantage of the method. Evaluation demonstrates the Zernike
higher order moments (45-50) discriminate slight shape variation, v.g., round and oval shape. Un-
like the classic use of this representation, the method here attempts to catch relevant texture or
high frequency information and uses the moments describing these frequency bands to properly
classify masses, for instance defined or spiculated shapes (benigh/malignant).
The obtained results have confirmed the method adapts to different image resolutions as proved
when the model trained with the DDSM database was used to classify cases from the INbreast
database. This type of evaluation illustrates how the present approach results highly reliable to be
used in actual clinical scenarios and adapted to any CAD strategy, either in classification tasks or
in retrieval goals.
Finally, the proposed method describes the mass density using annotations from the database
and therefore avoids the usual comparison the radiologist performs with the database, a very
subjective process which is while error prone.
In addition, future works might be:
• The system could be more complete if a BI-RADS category is assigned to the case (between
1 and 6) by fusing the shape description and the clinical information, performing the second
reading that actually helps the diagnosis process out.
• Another important point is predicting mass malignity and include this estimation into a
CAD system.
• Proposed descriptor could be applied to other types of lesions like the architecture distortion
or calcification or even used to describe the tissue density.
• The present analysis in addition might be extended to other modalities like ultrasound or
magnetic resonance that require lesion characterization in terms of shape and margin.
• Finally, other findings in the same RoI could be also described with this strategy.
3. Characterization of architectural distortion
Among the different mammographic findings, architectural distortion (AD) is a common cause of false-
negatives in mammograms. This lesion usually consists of a central retraction of the connective tissue and
a spiculated pattern radiating from it. This pattern is difficult to detect due the complex superposition
of breast tissue. This chapter presents a novel AD characterization by representing the linear saliency
of a stellate pattern in the spatial domain, aiming to strength the classification process. The proposed
Linear Saliency Domain method (LSD) represents a RoI as an (initially) fully connected graph with nodes
corresponding to the RoI boundary and edge weights calculated using line integrals of the intensities along
the path connecting any pair of nodes. By doing this, the edges corresponding to the most salient lines
are assigned a larger weight in the graph. A centrality measure based on the graph’s adjacency matrix’s
eigenvectors is used to identify the most relevant nodes. A further dimensionality reduction is accomplished
by selecting only the most salient edge originating from relevant nodes. The complete content of this chapter
has been published as a research article in the Journal of Medical Systems (see [81]).
3.1. Introduction
Despite the widespread use and proven effectiveness of mammographies, screening mammogra-
phy programs showed a high intra and inter-observer variability in the early 90s of last century
with undetected cancer rates of between 10% and 30% [100]. Previous studies have reported rates
of between 10% and 25% [14, 115]. This high rate is partly due to the fact that identifying ra-
diologic signs for mammographic interpretation remains a complex visual task because of the
blurriness originating from the overlaying of a complex superposition of breast tissues. Among
the most important mammographic findings, AD has been reported as the most commonly missed
abnormality in false-negative cases [56]. An AD lesion is any change of the spatial distribution of
the breast connective tissue, in general with no visible mass. In such mammographic finding, the
typical retraction of tissues is variable and gradual, commonly showing radial spiculations. Fo-
cal retraction or distortion at the boundary of the parenchyma without a visible or palpable mass
may also be present. The set of radiological signs of an AD has been collected and formalized
within the Breast Imaging Reporting and Database Systems (BI-RADS) standard [108]. Figure 3-1
illustrates the linear patterns in both AD and normal tissue, manually selected by a radiologist.
3.1.1. Previous work
Nowadays, despite of development of Computer Assisted Diagnosis Systems (CAD) in mammog-
raphy has proved to be effective in finding calcifications and masses [88], CAD systems have not
been as effective in the detection of AD with adequate levels of accuracy (about 49 % of precision)
[9, 78]. Several methods have been introduced to characterize AD connective tissue radiating from
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Figure 3-1.: a) Mammogram showing AD. b) A 128× 128 AD ROI showing spiculations radiating
from a central point. c) Normal 128 × 128 ROI tissue portion. The ROIs shown in (b)
and (c) were both extracted from the mammogram shown in (a).
a center which have the appearance of radiolucent lines or stellate patterns. In these methods lin-
ear structures are enhanced to highlight information related to orientation, scale, or strength of
lines, facilitating the characterization process. Several techniques have detected areas with po-
tential stellate patterns, among others linear detectors [135], steerable filters [105], oriented field
analysis by phase portraits maps [99], spicules enhancement by image transformation (Gabor and
Radon spaces) [104, 8, 11] or fractal functions [40, 120]. Karssemeijer et al. [57] detected stel-
late patterns, including spiculated masses and AD using a multi scale method that classified the
output of three-directional second order Gaussian operators and reported a sensitivity of about
90% with one false-positive per image (FP/image). Zwiggelaar et al. [134] evaluated four dis-
tinct methods for detecting and classifying linear structures in synthetic images. The reported
area under the curve (Az) using line operators, Orientated Bins, Gaussian Derivatives and Ridge
Detectors were of 0.94, 0.91, 0.9 and 0.82, respectively. The type of linear structure detector and
the parameter selection depends on prior knowledge of the lesion being imaged. Sampat et al.
[105, 104] proposed a transformed image and radial spiculation filters in the Radon space to de-
tect spiculated masses and AD. The reported sensitivity was of 80% and 14 FP/image for AD and
the reported sensitivity was of 91% and 12 FP/image for spiculated masses. Guo et al. [40] applied
five methods to estimate a Region of interest (ROI) of a Fractal Dimension that was used to train a
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support vector machine classifier (SVM). The authors reported anAz of 0.875 when differentiating
masses and AD from the normal parenchyma. Ichikawa et al. [49] used a concentration index of
linear structures obtained by the mean curvature of the image, resulting in a sensitivity of 68%
and 3.4 FP/image. Nemoto et al. [85] proposed the likelihood of spiculation and a modified point
convergence index weighted by the likelihood to enhance AD, establishing a sensitivity of 80%
and 0.80 FP/image. Biswas et al. [15] introduced a generative model with a bank of filters that
learned “texton” patterns using a subset of images from the Mammographic Image Analysis So-
ciety (mini-MIAS) dataset [111] (19 AD and 21 normal tissues). Evaluation was performed under
a leave-one-out scheme, obtaining 3.6 FP/image and a sensitivity of 81.3% with a ROI radius of
5 mm (the minimum radius of an AD region in mini-MIAS). Kamra et al. [56] use a combination
of Spatial Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (SGLCM), fractal and Fourier power spectrum based
features to characterize the AD lesion, quantified in four directions θ = 0, 45, 90, 135. This strategy
was evaluated on a subset of ROIs from mini-MIAS [111] and the Digital Database for Screening
Mammography (DDSM) [44] datasets with different size of ROI and a subset of fixed ones, the
reported accuracy, sensitivity, specificity of the fixed ROI versions of DDSM was 92.9%, 93.3%,
92%, for mini-MIAS was 97.2%, 85.7%, 95.3% respectively. Matsubra et al. [72] applied directional
and background filters to analyze the linear structure in eight directions. The detection sensi-
tivity and the FP/image reported was 81% and 2.5 respectively. The dataset used in this study
contains 174 AD and 580 normal diagnosed control cases. Several studies have used the phase
portrait maps to capture the outward radiating linear structure, a strategy based on Gabor filters
that highlight linear patterns at certain orientations [7, 96, 97, 11] with significant results. Banik et
al. [11] detected the AD using the Gabor filters and phase portrait analysis. For each detected ROI,
the fractal dimension, the entropy of the angular power spread and 14 Haralick’s features were
computed. Results showed an Az of 0.76 with the Bayesian classifier, 0.75 with Fisher linear dis-
criminant analysis, and 0.78 with a single-layer feed-forward neural network. These approaches
face the AD detection problem as a classification task of ROIs of the entire mammogram. The
major drawback is then the need of choosing a large number of parameters to construct linear de-
tectors, Gabor filters, steerable filters, linear filters or features in both spatial and transform image
domain to measure spicules. Additionally, the intended detection of a node-pattern, representing
radiating-out linear structures often fails because the spicules, in general, do not fully describe
a well-defined converging pattern but instead spicules mostly make an incomplete “star” shape
with missing parts, making the texture orientation highly noise sensitive.
3.1.2. Contribution
Unlike previous approaches, this work is focused on the search of the linear saliency of a stellate
pattern in the spatial domain, aiming to strength the classification process. The proposed Lin-
ear Saliency Domain method (LSD) represents a ROI as an (initially) fully connected graph with
nodes corresponding to the ROI boundary and edge weights calculated using line integrals of the
intensities along the path connecting any pair of nodes. By doing this, the edges corresponding
to the most salient lines are assigned a larger weight in the graph. A centrality measure based
on the graph’s adjacency matrix’s eigenvectors is used to identify the most relevant nodes. A
further dimensionality reduction is accomplished by selecting only the most salient edge origi-
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nating from relevant nodes. The set of salient lines is then assembled as a feature vector used to
train an SVM classifier. Experimental results in two benchmark databases, the DDSM and mini-
MIAS databases, demonstrate that LSD outperforms the baseline techniques [7, 96] in accuracy
and speed with a precision rate of 89% and 87%, a sensitivity rate of 85% and 95%, a specificity
rate of 93% and 84% respectively.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 explains in detail the methodology
and steps of the LSD. In Section 3.3 the datasets used to test the method are presented. In sec-
tion 3.4, results of the validation experimentation, are shown. Section 3.5 presents the discussion,
conclusions and possible future work directions are explored.
3.2. Method
The LSD method consists of five consecutive steps: Image Enhancement, Graph Construction,
Central Node Detection, Detection of Salient Edges and Classification. The pipeline of the whole
process is presented in Figure 3-2 and each step is explained in detail in the following sub-sections.
Figure 3-2.: Pipeline of LSD.
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3.2.1. Image enhancement
The ROIs of the images selected as input for LSD are smoothed using a non-linear median filter
[17] aiming to remove the image noise. Spicular details are enhanced by mapping each image’s
dynamical range to the maximum and minimum gray level values of the interval ([0, 255]), fol-
lowed by a contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization approach (CLAHE) [93].
3.2.2. Graph Construction
The perimeter of a squared ROI is divided into 32 segments per border for a total of N = 4× 32 =
128 segments. The segments’ width, 4 pixels in the mini-MIAS database and 32 pixels in the
DDSM database, were chosen to approach the typical width of a single spicula, i.e. approximately
200 µm [8]. A graph G(V,E) is built with the N segments corresponding to nodes V . The weights
of the edges E are computed as the integral of the ROI intensities along the lines connecting every
pair of nodes, i.e. the value of the integral between node Vi and node Vj corresponds to edge
Eij = Eji. Notice that when nodes lie on the same border, e.g. two nodes on the top border, the
thickness of the line and the integral result are both zero, making G is a partially connected graph.
Graph relations are summarized as an adjacency matrix A, where each position [i, j] corresponds
to the weight wij = wji of the edge between two vertices (Vi, Vj). An illustrated example of
the construction of the graph may be seen in Figure 3-3 and its adjacency matrix is shown in
Equation 3-1.
Figure 3-3.: The ROI boundary is divided into N segments as illustrated in the left panel. The
center of each segment corresponds to a node Vi. The weightw of the edges connecting
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3.2.3. Central Node Detection
A Markov chain may be associated to the graph G(V,E) by normalizing the weights of the edges.
Nodes can then be interpreted as the states of the Markovian process, while the weights are equiv-
alent to transition probabilities. Under the appropriate assumptions, such as irreducibility due to
strong connectivity, this chain tends to a stationary probability distribution that represents the fre-
quency of node visits that a random walker would make if allowed to walk forever. In the present
problem, this probability distribution would naturally be concentrated at nodes that have higher
linear intensities since transitions into subgraphs containing them is more likely.
This type of representation has been shown to be equivalent to the eigenvector centrality anal-
ysis described in [34], where the node importance is calculated in a self-referential way, i.e. a
node’s importance is larger if it is adjacent to other important nodes. Different artificial vision
strategies have represented the image relationships by a graph structure. Gopalakrishnan et al.
[38], for example, have proposed that Markov random walks may represent the global or local
image properties by performing the centrality analysis on either the complete or sparse k-regular
graphs. From this information, the most salient foreground and background objects may be set
and labeled.
The most important nodes may be extracted from the eigenvectors sorted using the eigenvalues
of A. The first eigenvector represents the steady state of the associated induced Markov chain
and includes the nodes with the most important connections. Subsequently, the nth eigenvector
corresponds to the most important nodes except those in the mth eigenvector, for all m < n.
In each eigenvector the largest element
−→




V k) ∀k ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. (3-2)
3.2.4. Detection of salient edges
Once the central nodes have been detected, it is necessary to select the most salient edges that
radiate from them. This is done by locating the highest weights in the original A adjacency ma-
trix. As stated before, higher values correspond to the more radiolucent lines. In particular, each
relevant node stands for a column of the adjacency matrix A, as illustrated in Figure 3-4.
The highest value of the column corresponds to the most important connection of that node, as
shown in the Figure 3-5. This connection is then the most salient pattern for the selected central
node.
ROIs of 128×128 pixels, such as the mini-MIAS database, correspond to a graphG of 32×32 nodes
with at least 32 lines representing the saliency for any of the possible directions, i.e., a particular
side is connected with each of three possible sides of the ROI.
3.2.5. Classification
The binary AD classification problem is approached by an SVM classifier [24]. This strategy is ap-
plied to datasets with complex separation boundaries between classes and is based on maximizing
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Figure 3-4.: In the adjacency matrix A each column corresponds to a node in the graph and its
connections.
Figure 3-5.: The highest value of the nth column corresponds to the most salient edge radiating
from the nth node.
the separating margin between the two classes in an alternative space in which data relationships
are linear. In this case two classes are defined: normal breast tissue and ADs [40].
The proposed method trains the classifier model using radial basis functions (RBF) as a kernel.
Positive values correspond to AD and negative values to control cases. The optimal hyperplane is









where sets of labels yi module the Lagrange multipliers aj and the kernel function K(xi, xj) is a
similarity measure defined by computing the inner-product between the feature vectors as




The kernel parameters were optimized by cross validating on the synthetic data (γ = 15128 =




Each AD ROI corresponded to a window with the size and location annotated in the database. In
contrast, the reference tissue or control case was selected by and expert radiologist who manually
set a window within the normal fibroglandular tissue, with a similar size to the the marked AD
regions. Two public mammography databases were used to test the method: DDSM and mini-
MIAS. A ROI is the smallest square region containing the complete lesion, 128× 128 for the mini-
MIAS database and 1024× 1024 for the DDSM collection.
- The DDSM database: the Digital Database for Screening Mammography database (DDSM) [44]
is a mammography database widely used as an evaluation benchmark [79, 45, 131]. This open ac-
cess database is constituted of digitized images of mammographic films with the corresponding
technical and clinical information. The whole DDSM database contains a total of 2620 cases, each
including four images obtained from Cranio-Caudal (CC) and Mediolateral-Oblique (MLO) views
as well as specific BI-RADS descriptions that were annotated by expert radiologists according to
BI-RADS fourth edition. In this work, a subset of mammographies were chosen, the inclusion
criteria were: 1) similar image quality, 2) balanced number of ROIs (with normal tissues and with
Architectural Distortion), 3) only a single lesion was assessed, i.e., this study excluded masses,
calcifications or cases with the presence of clips or pencil marks in the lesion area. A subset of
selected mammographies were digitized either with Lumisys laser film scanner at 50 µm or a
Howtek scanner at 43.5 µm pixel resolution and at a dynamic range of intensities of 212= 4096
gray level tones. The AD location and size, associated to each case, were used to manually crop
squared sub-images centered at the lesion. Specifically, RoIs were cropped to the bounding box
of the lesions and rescaled to 1024× 1024 pixels preserving the aspect ratio when either width or
height were greater than 1024. Otherwise the lesion is centered without scaling and preserving the
background tissues. In consequence, a set of 246 ROIs were extracted from this DDSM database,
distributed as 123 ROIs with normal tissue and 123 ROIs with Architectural Distortion.
- The mini-MIAS database: a collection published by the Mammography Image Analysis Society
(MIAS),1, provides digitized mammograms from a screened population. The X-ray films in the
database have been carefully selected from the United Kingdom National Breast Screening Pro-
gramme and digitized with a Joyce-Lobel scanning microdensitometer to a resolution of 50 µm2
and representing each pixel with 8-bit depth. The database contains left and right breast images
from 161 patients, and radiologist’s truth-markings. For each film, experienced radiologists give
the type, location, scale, and other useful information. The database provides a metadata file
describing the lesions as well as their location and size. In consequence, a set of 19 ROIs with
Architecture Distortion were extracted as well as 19 normal RoIs. The AD location and size were
taken from the metadata file. The cropping process was carried out as described for the DDSM
database, except that the size was 128× 128 pixels.
1http://peipa.essex.ac.uk/info/mias.html
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3.3.2. Synthetic Data
A set of synthetic images was constructed to assess and fine tune the method’s parameters. These
digital phantoms aim to emulate actual AD and therefore must keep the radiated pattern of linear
structures around a focus. The method implemented was presented by Parr et al. [92] and consists
of finding a representative element of a series of artificially constructed radiating patterns. Briefly,
the method splits a square image of 81 × 81 pixels into tiles of 9 × 9 that serve to focus radiated
patterns starting from the center of each tile. For a particular centered pattern, the same 9 × 9
representation grid is used but this time each tile stores the average angle of every line crossing
the tile. From these images, the obtained 81 radiating patterns storing the mean angle for each
tile, are then vectorized and used to feed a Principal Component Analysis strategy (PCA). The
main twelve eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, that explain a 90 % of the variability, are set as
the statistical representative elements. Afterwards, the weights of the six vectors that approximate
80% of the variance are retrieved by simply subtracting the mean to the observation and projecting
the result onto the matrix of twelve eigenvectors.
The weights of the principal directions bi are found then by centering the data xi and projecting
onto the principal direction matrix P , as stated in Equation 3-5 and illustrated in Figure 3-6
bi = P
T (xi − µ) (3-5)
Figure 3-6.: a) Artificially generated radiating pattern. b) Angular representation of a radiating
pattern. c) Final focal radiating phantom.
Different linear patterns can be obtained from this representation by simply de-centering the data
by one or two standard deviations, as formulated in Equation 3-6 and illustrated in Figure 3-7. The
final phantom consists of a pattern superimposed to an actual mammogram region diagnosed
as normal. The dataset is composed of 162 phantoms, namely 81 focal that are de-centered as
previously explained by one standard deviation to yield the 81 non-focal patterns.
bi = P
T (xi − µ+ s) (3-6)
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Figure 3-7.: Effects of de-centering the focal line pattern
3.3.3. Experimental Setup
The performance of the LSD method was tested using series of normal and AD ROI either syn-
thetically constructed or extracted from the two public datasets described above. Classification
followed an SVM strategy with an RBF kernel using the LIBSVM library implementation [23].
The strategy herein implemented consists of 128 nodes that result in 32 salient lines from the
graph introduced in previous section. The different metrics used to evaluate the results were:
accuracy = TP+TNTP+FP+FN+TN , sensitivity =
TP
TP+FP and specificity =
TN
TN+FN , being TP the num-
ber of True Positives, TN the true negatives, FP the false positives and FN the false negatives,
respectively. Performance is also evaluated using the ROC curves generated by setting thresholds
as the membership.
3.4. Results
Comparison with baseline methods was performed by implementing two different strategies:
• Firstly, the classic approach proposed by Ayres and Rangayyan [7]: This seminal work was
included as a baseline as it is, to the best of our knowledge, the earliest example of an AD
detection method in the Gabor space.
• Secondly, the strategy proposed by Banik et al. [11] which analyzes both the node maps of
the phase portraits and Haralick texture descriptors from the Gabor magnitude.
These two representations are based on projections to the Gabor space, but while Ayres and Ran-
gayyan use the phase space orientation map, from which different features are extracted, Banik
et al. include also some characteristics of the phase space magnitude. It is worth mentioning that
these methods were implemented using exclusively the frequency and texture features reported
by the authors to be significative.
3.4.1. Experiments with Synthetic data
As introduced in section 3.3.2, synthetic data emulates different AD focal and non-focal oriented
patterns, corresponding to the pathological and control cases, superimposed to a regular distri-
bution of normal tissue, as illustrated in Figure 3-8. This background was chosen by an expert
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from a case which was randomly selected from the mini-MIAS set of control cases. The obtained
database is composed of 162 ROIs, 81 focal and 81 no focal oriented patterns.
Figure 3-8.: Different phantom patterns. (a) background from a control MIAS Mammogram. (b)
focal AD phantom. (c) focal AD phantom with Gaussian noise. (d) Non-focal regular
AD phantom. (e) Non-focal regular AD phantom with Gaussian noise. Gaussian noise
was set to µ = 0 and σ = 0.05.
This evaluation tested not only the classification using pure phantoms, but also the quality of
the result obtained when the phantom was contaminated with different levels of Gaussian noise.
The added noise emulates the type of noise resulting from the contribution of many independent
sources and associated to tomography and radiographic images [68]. The Gaussian noise was set
to µ = 0 and σ = 0.05, a level for which the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) between the original
image and the degraded one was of 19.6 dB. A total of 162 phantoms (81 focal and 81 regular
patterns) were synthetically generated, and each of these subsets was randomly sorted out. These
two sets were then split to a, roughly, 70 to 30 training to testing cross-validation ratio with 57 of
each group used for training and the remaining 24 of each group used for evaluation. A first test
was made on the pure phantoms and a second one over the original patterns corrupted with the
Gaussian noise. This classification task was carried out using a conventional SVM classification
with an RBF kernel. Comparative results obtained for the two baseline methods and LSD, using
both the original and corrupted patterns, are shown in Table 3-1.
The baseline method proposed by Banik et al. [11], for the original test P shows a perfect per-
formance for the set of generated patterns, demonstrating its effectiveness for detection of focal
patterns. Likewise, LSD showed an accuracy of 98%, a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 96%,
evidencing a comparable performance with these simulated lesions. These two methods outper-
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Acc Sens Spec Az
P PG P PG P PG P PG
LSD 0.98 0.92 1.0 0.87 0.96 0.96 1.0 0.96
Ayres et al. 0.54 0.48 0.66 0.33 0.42 0.62 0.52 0.52
Banik et al. 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.75 1.0 0.25 1.0 0.5
Table 3-1.: Comparative results of the classification with synthetic images for each evaluated
method. Column P shows the results for the initial synthetic image and PG for the
Gaussian corrupted phantom test sets.
form the implementation of the Ayres et al. proposal [7]. In the corrupted phantoms tests LSD
outperformed the two baseline methods showing comparable figures to what was observed with
the uncorrupted patterns. The baseline methods completely lose the discriminative power shown
with the uncorrupted dataset.
Figure 3-9 presents the obtained results as ROC curves that depict the classification in terms of
sensitivity vs 1−specificity. Panel (a) in Figure 3-9 shows a perfect performance for the proposed
method and the baseline proposed by Banik, yielding an Az of about 1.0 in both case. In contrast
the classical Ayres method shows a very low performance, with an Az of 0.52. Interestingly, when
a Gaussian noise is added to the synthetic phantoms, the proposed approach results remarkably
more resistant than the baseline approaches, as illustrated in panel (b) of Figure 3-9. The Az of the
tested methods were LSD= 0.96, Ayres= 0.52 and Banik= 0.5.
Figure 3-9.: ROC curves after the evaluation of each method for both experimental groups. Re-
sults of the original synthetic images are shown in panel (a) and the results of the
corrupted ones are shown in panel (b).
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3.4.2. Experiments with DDSM and mini-MIAS Databases
Given the small number of AD cases (19) available in the mini-MIAS database, cross-validation
tests were carried out using a leave-one-out scheme.
The baseline method proposed by Banik et al. showed an accuracy of 89%, a sensitivity of 84% and
a specificity of 89%, evidencing a good performance for the mini-MIAS set. The proposed method
showed for the same database an accuracy of 87%, a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 84%,
showing a performance comparable to Banik’s method. These two methods strongly outperforms
the Ayres et al. strategy. Results are shown in Table 3-2.
Acc Sens Spec
DDSM mini-MIAS DDSM mini-MIAS DDSM mini-MIAS
LSD 0.89 ± 0.07 0.87 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.13 0.95 ± 0.12 0.93 ± 0.13 0.84 ± 0.1
Ayres et al. 0.59 ± 0.13 0.65 ± 0.13 0.33 ± 0.15 0.68 ± 0.13 0.68 ± 0.14 0.63 ± 0.15
Banik et al. 0.76 ± 0.11 0.89 ± 0.12 0.75 ± 0.13 0.84 ± 0.13 0.76 ± 0.15 0.89 ± 0.14
Table 3-2.: Comparative classification results with the DDSM and mini-MIAS datasets for each
evaluated method. Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity are reported.
The number of AD cases in the DDSM dataset allowed a k-fold cross validation scheme with
k=10 folds to be used. In this test, LSD showed an accuracy of 89%, a sensitivity of 85% and a
specificity of 93%: a much better performance than the one observed with Banik et al. that yielded
an accuracy of 76%, a sensitivity of 75% and a specificity of 76%. The classical method proposed
by Ayres et al. showed an even lower performance.
Figure 3-10 presents the results of SVM classification as a ROC curves. Panel (a) shows a high
performance on the DDSM for LSD, with an Az of 0.93 while the baseline proposed by Banik et al.
yield 0.83 and the classical method proposed by Ayres et al. show an Az of 0.55.
3.5. Discussion and Conclusions
This work introduced a new form of characterizing AD on mammograms by representing ROI
tissue distribution as a graph that captures the salient directions of linear structures within a par-
ticular ROI. The AD saliency is highlighted using a graph structure that stores the intensity linear
information in the weight of the edges connecting the borders of a ROI. This external border un-
dergoes a dyadic partition that is driven by the maximal width of an AD spicula, in the present
investigation four pixels for the mini-MIAS database and 32 for the DDSM.
The intrinsic AD characteristics contained in the graph are quantified using the spectral decom-
position of the adjacency matrix. This allows the identification of linear clusters, represented by
the set of ordered eigenvectors, where each eigenvector stands for a different degree of relevance
or saliency. The final descriptor is constructed by concatenating the lines associated to the most
important nodes, i.e., the largest value of each eigenvector.
This descriptor was assessed and compared against two baselines, outperforming both a classic
and a state-of-the-art approach. The former, proposed by Ayres and Rangayyan, set a precedent
by using directional and distribution information from curvilinear structures present in the breast
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Figure 3-10.: (a) ROC curves for the DDSM and mini-MIAS databases obtained from a classical
10-fold cross validation for the set of ROIs. (b) The ROC curve corresponds to a leave
one out scheme.
parenchyma. The latter is a recent improvement proposed by Banik et al. uses node map informa-
tion combined with texture features such as Haralick’s or the Fractal Dimension. The presented
work was compared against this method using Haralick texture features because is a feature being
commonly and widely used.
Results using synthetic images, which can be viewed as an “idealized case” of an AD, showed
almost perfect classification results. This indicates that, even though it does not explicitly try
to extract linear or spiculated patterns, LSD does highlight the image information permitting a
consistent detection under ideal conditions. The main advantage of the method, however, is its
robustness to noise. This is evidenced by its continued good performance under noisy conditions,
opposed to the notable drop in performance of the method proposed by Banik. The method pro-
posed by Ayres shows a very low discriminative power which is only slightly better than chance
when noise is added (Az=0.52).
When evaluated with open databases, such as DDSM, the robustness of LSD is evidenced by
showing similar results to the synthetic datasets and outperforming both the Banik and the Ayres
methods. Although the features proposed by Banik are more rapidly learned, they are unable to
cope with the larger biological variability introduced in the dataset.
As expected, the results are less concluding in case of the mini-MIAS database, probably due to
a much smaller population (barely nineteen cases). Still, for the mini-MIAS basically the Banik
strategy and LSD are equivalent, with very similar Az (LSD=0.93 and Banik= 0.9).
Future work includes evaluation of the whole mammography as a screening approach. Interest-
ingly, the graph structure might be used to compare different lesions in topological terms and to
establish a similarity metric between lesions.
It should be noted that the method is dependent on parameters such as the cross sectional width
of a typical spicule. This is a possible source of error that might be mitigated by fine tuning this
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parameter for a particular set of mammograms, e.g. by varying this number of pixels between
nodes. This limitation is clearly common to any method that attempts to search spiculated le-
sions [135, 104, 8, 11, 57, 85, 56, 72].
4. Conclusions and Perspectives
This thesis has addressed the problem of characterizing breast abnormality patterns contained
on regions of interest in mammographies. Specifically, we have focused on on identifying and
describing the most important radiological signs associated to breast cancer, namely masses and
architectural distortion, aiming to improve the diagnosis accuracy of mammographic findings, an
important requirement for any support system to be part of an actual radiology workflow. The
herein proposed strategies characterize visual patterns of these lesions and the relationship be-
tween them, to infer their clinical significance. Unlike conventional Computer Aided Diagnostic
systems, the strategies proposed in this thesis do not intend to segment suspicious regions of in-
terest. In contrast, they establish a detailed characterization of some mammographic findings ac-
cording to standard descriptors used for the mammogram reports, defined in the BI-RADS (Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System) standard . BI-RADS is a complex and challenging interpreta-
tion task due to the high anatomical variability of these lesions when imaged with mammography.
Unlike classic approaches used in diagnosis support systems, the strategies proposed in this The-
sis do not attempt a previous segmentation or delineation of mammographic findings for extract-
ing visual features. They characterize the morphological and structural information of breast tis-
sues from the whole region of interest by decomposing the image in different image levels and
scales. Thus their performance does not depend on exact segmentation techniques, which is a
difficult task due to the complex distribution of breast tissue and the presence of noise in this
kind of diagnostic images. This is an important contribution of our approach in the area of mam-
mography analysis. The exhaustive evaluation of the proposed methods has demonstrated a high
accuracy level for classifying normal and abnormal patterns.
The proposed strategies constitute an innovative radiological tool in the context of mammographic
evaluation: the representation of mammographic findings together with visual interpretation
methods, to which machine learning techniques and content based image retrieval strategies have
been added, providing efficient visual support of the mammographic findings in terms of visual
features and leading to reduce the variability inter and intra-observer during the diagnosis pro-
cess. In the particular case of breast mass analysis, the proposed strategies have been combined
with a CBIR approach, which has allowed to include the expert’s knowledge stored in different
mammographies database with the actual workflow of the radiologist. This facilitates the interac-
tion of new radiologists and their training process using retrieved cases already diagnosed in the
image collection. This is an advantage during the decision-making step and it helps to reduce the
rate of unnecessary biopsies in mammogram screening programs.
The strategies introduced in this thesis have led to an innovative perspective of computer aided
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image interpretation for breast cancer analysis that can be considered as an important require-
ment of any traditional computer aided diagnosis system intended to be used in the actual clinical
practice. In particular, the proposed techniques have shown to be capable of supporting the mam-
mographic evaluation process, specially by identifying the shape, margin and density descriptors,
as well as oriented breast tissues. These descriptors may help to define the malignancy level of
lesions, the final BI-RADS categorization. Finally, the proposed strategies have shown remark-
able results when used on different mammography technologies, such as digital mammograms
and a digitized version of film-screen mammographies, confirming that our methods are easily
adapted to different image resolutions, a condition highly useful when used in actual mammog-
raphy screening programs and when adapted to current CAD systems.
4.0.1. Perspectives
This thesis was developed to contribute to the field of mammographic image analysis for sup-
porting the mammography evaluation process in screening programs. It aims to provide compu-
tational tools for an automatic interpretation and characterization of breast abnormality patterns
that serve as a support for breast cancer diagnosis, training of inexperienced radiologists and re-
duction of intra-observer variability. A full mammography evaluation allows to define the clinical
condition of the patient, to establish the adequate medical procedure and to improve current clin-
ical treatments, impacting directly the patient’s quality-of-life. We expect that, in the future, the
proposed computational tools will contribute to improve the complete analysis workflow of the
radiologist. Meanwhile, further work must be performed to prepare these tools to be used by
radiologist experts in a daily work. Some of this work includes:
1. Multi-view mammography analysis. During a complete mammography evaluation in screen-
ing programs, the radiologist correlates the visual information from different mammogra-
phy projections (MLO and CC views), identifying the spatial location and size of the same
breast lesion at each mammography, a process that allows to reduce the false positives rate
and helps to establish the highest degree of malignancy of the lesion according to its most
relevant visual properties from each views. Then, the final report is performed by suggest-
ing some standard concepts, which are established in the BI-RADS lexicon. For instance,
a mass is taken into account if it is visualized in at least two projections. Otherwise it is
considered an architectural distortion. However, this associated visual information is useful
to exactly establish the malignancy level of each detected lesion. Therefore, an extended
approach based on our proposed strategies may be addressed by fusing the visual features
extracted of the lesion under analysis from multi-views when a specific case is evaluated
during a diagnosis session.
2. Assignation of BI-RADS categorization.
Once the mammographic description has been carried out, the challenge is to determine a
BI-RADS category (from 1 to 6 level), which defines the appropriate treatment, management
and follow-up of patients during the screening programs. On the other hand, this classifi-
cation task has been used to establish the probability level of malignancy of lesions (benign
or malignant). However, in the particular case of breast masses, a problem emerges when
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a BI-RADS category between 3 to 4 can be assigned (probably malignant or benign). We
believe that the methods propose in this Thesis may be evaluated for this task, for which a
more extensive mammogram database whit this specific annotation is required. This will
objectively allow to support the decision-making, without the need of invasive procedures
such as a biopsy.
3. Developing a complete CAD system based on our strategies.
Computer-aided diagnosis systems are in permanent development for breast cancer diag-
nosis, constantly integrating new computational tools. However, currently, some systems
lack the tools to interpret images according to the BI-RADS lexicon, breast tissue estima-
tions, as well as the risk factors analysis (Breast density estimation). We believe that the
strategies proposed in this work could be evaluated for breast density estimation, calcifi-
cation description and bilateral asymmetry analysis, due to the results obtained when the
tissue shape and margin were analyzed. Besides, these have been correctly adjusted to the
different image technologies from real clinical cases.
4. Characterization of lesion from multimodal information. Finally, the proposed strategies
might be extended to other image modalities such as ultrasound or magnetic resonance, that
require lesion characterization in terms of shape, lesion margin and density.
A. Characterization of breast abnormalities
patterns based on a sparse representation
strategy
An application of sparse representations in a classification task was explored in the context of
severity (benign or malign) identification for breast masses and architectural distortion. The pro-
posed multiresolution descriptors (curvelets) were used as low-level features. Hence, a set of
Regions of Interest (RoIs) were characterized by their projection onto learned malign and benign
dictionaries, and the region class was identified using a decision rule algorithm. Those works
were published in:
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Abstract. Breast mass detection and classification in mammograms is consid-
ered a very difficult task in medical image analysis. In this paper, we present a
novel approach for classification of masses in digital mammograms according
with their severity (benign or malign). Unlike other approaches, we do not seg-
ment masses but instead, we attempt to describe entire regions of interest (RoIs)
based on a sparse representation. A set of patches selected by a radiologist in a
RoI are characterized by their projection onto learned dictionaries, constructed
previously from classified regions. Finally, the region class was identified using
a decision rule algorithm. The strategy was assessed in a set of 80 masses with
different shapes extracted from the DDSM database. The classification was com-
pared with a ground truth already provided in the data base, showing an average
accuracy rate of 70%.
1 Introduction
Breast cancer is the most frequent disease in women and is considered as the largest
public health problem in women population [1]. This disease is fully curable if diag-
nosis is achieved early and mammography is the more efficient method for visualizing
abnormalities in the very early stages [17, 4]. However, mammographic interpretation
is really hard and there exist studies showing that between 10% and 25% of breast can-
cer are not detected in mammography [3]. Abnormal lesions that are directly related
to the presence of breast cancer are masses and calcifications. In clinical practices, a
final diagnosis is determined by pathological analysis of abnormal lesions, an invasive
procedure well known as biopsy. In order to reduce innecessary biopsies and interpre-
tation variability between radiologists, the American College of Radiology diffused the
Breast and Imaging Report and Database System (BI-RADS) as a classification stan-
dard to reporting breast lesions, which allows to classify different pathologies as well
as their severity [2]. This standard established a basic classification for masses based on
their shape, margin and density, which usually correspond to low level descriptors, and
the severity level is defined a semantic interpretation of the first two features. In real
clinical scenario, the radiologist identified the severity level of masses by visual fea-
tures analysis, as circumbscribed margin of lesions, which are compact and lobular or
circular shaped, and spiculated margin of lesions, which consist of a central mass with
radiating spicules in some or many directions. Therefore , edge and shape information
of mass defined a severity level (malign or benign lesion).
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Actually, Computer Aided Detection (CAD) and Diagnosis for mammography has
decreased innecessary biopsy practice and variability effects since the radiologist can
have a support for their diagnosis [16, 18, 15], becoming a well accepted clinical prac-
tice to assist radiologists interpreting mammograms, when they search and identify
micro-calcification clusters [12]. However, the relatively low performance of CAD
schemes in mass detection [7] make them less accepted as mass diagnosis tools. Two
main factors makes breast mass detection in mammograms a very difficult task in med-
ical image analysis. Firstly, there is a large variation in the appearance of both normal
breast tissue and cancerous tissue [6]. Secondly, CAD systems are usually based on au-
tomatic detection and segmentation of abnormal lesions, issue that increases the false
positive rate. As an alternative to overcome these difficulties, interactive CAD systems
have been developed [18]. Given a query lesion, these systems identify other similar
mass lessions in a large database, which are eventually clinically relevant to the actual
one, allowing to provide a suggestion to the specialist in diagnosis tasks. On the other
hand, CBIR-based CAD schemes [16] have the potential to provide radiologist with
visual aid and increase their confidence in accepting CAD-cued results in the decision
making process. In a recent work, we have proposed an interactive CAD system that
provides a BI-RADS mass description of a manually selected region of interest (RoI)
by region-based descriptors [13].
In this paper, a new approach for breast mass classification from a set of regions
of interest (RoIs) is proposed. A set of image patches are extracted from previously
classified RoIs and then characterized using a multi-scale edge analysis to project them
in a feature space, using a sparse representation. This process allows to identify feature
clusters that corresponds to the severity of the masses (malign or benign). Finally, a new
RoI can be classified by projecting some patches in the feature space and analyzing their
relationships with the severity clusters. This strategy was assessed in a set of 80 masses
with different shapes extracted from the DDSM database, where 30 benign and 30 ma-
lign masses were used as the training set and the remaining 20 masses were selected
for testing. The classification was compared with a ground truth already available in the
data base, showing an accuracy rate of 70%.
2 Methodology
The proposed method for classification of breast masses can be roughly divided in two
stages: an offline learning process and an online classification procedure. At the offline
learning process, the main goal is to identify the feature vectors that characterize each
selected class, in this case, malign and benign masses. For doing so, three different
tasks are involved in this process. First, two different sets of RoIs with benign and ma-
lign masses are selected by a radiologist and preprocessed to enhance the mass shape
characteristics. As the class characterization process will be based in a sparse repre-
sentation, the next step in the learning process includes to construct malign and benign
severity dictionaries. Then, an image patch dictionary is constructed for each selected
class by randomly sampling patches from malign and benign RoIs, which are thus char-
acterized with a multi-scale edge analysis. Finally, a new set of relevant patches (that
capture edge and background information) are manually selected at each RoI (Figure
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Fig. 1. Point selections by radiologist and sparse representation. (a) illustrates a manual selection
of the patches as points of interest. (b) illustrates the dictionary formed by the selection of patches.
1(a)) and then characterized with a sparse representation, by using its projection onto
the malign and benign severity dictionaries previously constructed (Figure 1(b)).
The online classification procedure takes place when the severity of a test RoI needs
to be defined. The radiologist manually select a set of patches on the test RoI, which
are individually classified using again a sparse representation. Each patch is then pro-
jected onto the malign and benign severity dictionaries, and these projections are then
compared with the characterizations previously obtained for the training patches. This
process, followed by a decision rule, allows to establish the membership of the entire
RoI.
2.1 RoI Pre-processing
Mammography analysis generally must deal with regions difficult to interpret [6], since
they are associated to hard acquisition conditions. In most cases, diagnostic character-
istics, such as mass edges, are small and have low contrast with respect to the surround-
ing breast tissues. To improve the particular region characteristics and to highlight the
grey level intensity information, a preprocessing stage was carried out on each RoI. A
contrast enhancement method is then used based on mean and standard deviation in-
formation of each RoI, allowing to stretch the maximum and minimum gray levels to
the interval [0, 255]. With this procedure shape features are improved, while preserving
edge details. Finally, the whole region is smoothed using a median filter [19].
2.2 Dictionary Construction
The next step is to build dictionaries Dm and Db for malign and benign masses, re-
spectively, as arrays of patches (atoms). Such an approach has been successfully used
for image classification [9]. We selected a set of N RoIs with different mass shapes,
according to their level of severity (malign or benign) as training RoIs. First, a set of
K random patches per RoI were selected and then characterized using a multi-scale
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edge analysis. This analysis attempts to describe the tissues present in mammographic
images in terms of edge and background information. We used the 3×3 and 5×5 Sobel
kernels, applied in the horizontal and vertical directions, and concatenated as a single
feature vector. Finally, this vectors are stored as columns of the matrices Dm and Db,
leading to 2 different dictionaries that represent the mass severity, one for malign and
one for benign masses. This process is illustrated for the benign dictionary in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Construction of a feature dictionary for benign masses.
2.3 Sparse Representation and Characterization
Once the dictionaries are built, the main goal is to identify the set of feature vectors that
characterizes the benign and malign classes. Therefore, a new set of patches selected
from the training images are projected onto the previously constructed dictionaries,
following a sparse representation. The coefficients of the projection will be used to
place each patch on a feature space, where each class will be defined as clouds of
feature points.
Sparse representation techniques allows to identify the constituent parts of a scene
and then, using some of them, the same scene or similar ones may be accurately re-
constructed. These parts, denoted as basis functions or patches (atoms), are usually
arranged in overcomplete dictionaries with a larger number of elements than the ef-
fective dimensionality of the input space, thereby representing a wider range of image
phenomena [14, 11]. Formally, consider a n × m matrix D, where each column is a
possible image in Rn (atomic images), a dictionary of patches. The projection of an
image x onto the space spanned by D yields a weighting vector α (x = Dα). Further-
more, if α is sparse (with k0  m nonzeros), this produces a linear combination of k0
patches with varying weights. To find the adequate α, we need to solve the optimization
problem denoted as G1(D, x, λ), which has the form






The solution of this problem consist in finding the sparsest vector α that weights x as
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a linear combination of patches from D, using the norm `1 as a measure of sparsity.
Different approximation methods to solve this problem have been recently proposed,
detailed descriptions and references can be found in [5]
This process, applied independently to the benign and malign RoI sets, delivers a
set of representation coefficients per class (a set of α vectors obtained by solving the
optimization problem), which allows to characterize the entire class as a set of feature
points. After a new set of k relevant patches are manually selected for capture additional
mass information from the training RoIs, these are characterized using a multi-scale
edge analysis and projected onto the previously constructed dictionaries, following a
sparse representation, in terms of x = Dα, where x is the feature vector of a RoI
patch and α corresponds to the projection coefficients of x. D is replaced by Dm if the
patch belongs to a malign RoI or by Db if the patch comes from a benign RoI. This
coefficients allow to represent each patch in a feature space, thus defining each class
(malign or benign) as clouds of feature points in this space.
2.4 Classification
When a new RoI under analysis arrives, a mass classification strategy that uses the K-
NN rule ( K-Nearest Neighbor ) was implemented. First, a set of patches are manually
selected at the test RoI, and then characterized by proyecting each patch onto the sever-
ity dictionaries Dm and Db. For each patch, two different representation coefficients
are obtained after applying the sparse representation framework (described in Subsec-
tion 2.3), one indicating the projection onto the benign dictionary, αb, and the other
one describing the projection onto the malign dictionary, αm. Then, the complete set
of coefficients is located as a set of points in the feature space, and each point is classi-
fied as benign or malign using the k-nearest neighbors algorithm. The algorithm used a
weighted Mahalanobis distance (wd) to measure the similarity among the points in the
feature space describing both the benign and malign class.
Finally, the classification of the entire RoI, SI , is obtained by applying a decision
rule [13], which uses each classified point, weighted by the distance to the nearest neigh-




|S1, S2|, Si =
K∑
i=1
wsid , i = 1, 2 (1)
where S1 and S2 corresponds to benign and malign classes, respectively, and wd =
1/d(x,y) is the point weight, calculated as the Mahalanobis distance between the near-
est neighbor (y) and the actual point (x).
3 Preliminar Results
A small set of 80 regions, extracted from the Digital Database for Screening Mammog-
raphy (DDSM) [8], were used to preliminary evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach. Each RoI was previously classified as benign or malign by a group of breast
radiologists, according the BI-RADS standard. The set of RoIs was splitted into two
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training sets (30 benign RoIs and 30 malign RoIs) and one testing set (20 RoIs). The
training set was used for constructing the Dm and Db dictionaries, 60 image patches
(size: 3×3 pixels) were randomly sampled from each training RoI, leading to two sever-
ity dictionaries, each one containing 1800 patches. Then, to characterize each class in
the feature space, 900 feature points were used per class, obtained after applying the
sparse representation framework to 30 manually sampled patches per each training RoI.
For the sparse representation, we have used the SparseLab1 library that provides a set
of solvers for the optimization problem (from this library we have chosen the Basis
Pursuit solver).For classification of each test image, 30 manually sampled patches were
Selected per RoI, and then projected onto the two severity dictionaries, leading to a set
of 60 feature points. The optimal number of k for the k-nearest neighbors algorithm
was estimated by a 10-fold cross validation assessment. Results showed that a minimal
of 11 neighboring feature points are needed for establish optimally the corresponding
severity level.
Classification performance was assessed by computing the accuracy rate from a
confusion matrix of the test images, according to the ground truth provided with the




(TP + TN + FP + FN)
where TP , TN , FP and FN stand for true positives, true negatives, false positives and
false negatives, respectively. From the 20 test regions, 5 benign RoIs and 9 malign RoIs
were correctly classified, leading to an accuracy rate of 70%. This results are reported
in the Table 1.





In this paper a new strategy for breast mass classification from mammography images
based on a sparse representation scheme was proposed, implemented and evaluated.
This strategy provided a BI-RADS mass classification of a RoI as benign or malign,
which was supported by a set of diagnosed images that were previously classified by ex-
pert radiologists. Instead of attempting to segment masses, we proposed a mass feature
description, based on its internal structure with no explicit mass boundary detection.
The proposed approach was evaluated on a public image database (DDSM). The
preliminar results have shown that this approach is successfully able to classify the
severity of a RoI using learned dictionaries. Even though the proposed classification
1 http://sparselab.stanford.edu/
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scheme have been tested with a small dataset, the obtained accuracy of 70% seems to
be promising for automatic classification of breast masses. These preliminary results
have opened up new strategies for the development of computer-aided tools, based on
the sparse representation framework, for mammographic diagnosis. Further work in-
cludes to perform extensive validations with bigger datasets and to include other breast
mass characteristics, like shape, margin and density.
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Abstract. Mammography aims at the detection of early breast disease
stages, a condition for which the radiological illness signs are usually
blurred. In particular, the architectural distortion, a common cause of
false-negative on mammograms, arise as the change of normal oriented
texture of the breast, which is usually hidden by the intricate breast
anatomy. This paper presents a novel detector of Regions of Interest
(RoIs) with a certain degree of architectural distortion, i.e., an associ-
ated normal control (NC) or architectural distortion (AD) membership
value. The approach carries out a multiscale image decomposition using
the curvelet transform and representing the marginal curvelet subband
as the parameters of a Generalized Gaussian Density (GGD) that ap-
proximates the subband coefficient distribution. A set of training images
serves to construct NC and AD dictionaries in that multiscale space from
randomly selected RoIs. A mammogram is decomposed into overlapping
patches that are projected to the multiscale space, reconstructed with the
two dictionaries and assigned to any of the two classes with the small-
est `2 norm of the reconstructing vector α. The membership function
is computed as the Kullback−Leibler distance between any multiscale
represented RoI patch and the closest basis of the dictionary, set by the
largest projection coefficient in the α vector. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed descriptor by classifying AD in a set of 19 RoIs
(4269 patches) of the MIAS database and we obtained a sensitivity and
specificity rates of 65 % and 82 %, respectively while the number of false
positives per image was 0.9.
Keywords: Breast Cancer, BI-RADS, Architectural Distortion, Curvelet
transform, Kull-back Leibler Divergence
1 Introduction
Breast cancer is fully tractable if diagnosis is achieved early, reason for breast
cancer screening programs have been introduced in most health systems. Mam-
mography, as part of these screening programs, is considered the most cost-
effective method for visualizing abnormalities in the very early stages [21, 5].
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Mammography allows detection of some abnormalities such as calcifications, bi-
lateral asymmetry, masses and architectural distortion [5], being architectural
distortion the third most common mammographic finding. This breast imag-
ing term is associated to parenchymal asymmetry and usually amounts to any
change in the usual parenchymal pattern. This includes spiculations radiating
from a point and focal retraction or distortion at the edge of the parenchyma
[4]. Likewise, focal retraction is considered as easier to perceive than spiculated
distortion and could be categorized as malignant or benign. However, mam-
mographic interpretation is a really difficult examination, with high intra and
inter-observer variabilities. Studies have shown that between 10% and 25% of
breast cancers are not detected [4]. Scarring from previous surgery, radial scar
and crossing breast structures are usually misdiagnosed as architectural distor-
tions. Architectural distortions have indefinite characteristic features, e.g. num-
ber of spicules, width and length of spicules and density. An agreement to reduce
such variability resulted in the Breast and Imaging Report and Database System
(BI-RADS), designed by the the American College of Radiology , as a standard
description to report breast lesions and categorize different pathologies as well
as their severity level [17].
Automatic aid diagnosis systems for mammography categorization is becom-
ing largely used in actual clinical scenarios to complement the clinician first diag-
nosis impression. Computer Assisted Diagnosis Systems (CAD) have decreased
variability diagnosis, becoming a well accepted clinical practice to assist radiol-
ogists interpreting mammograms when they search micro-calcification clusters
[13]. However, architectural distortion is still a very open problem. Several au-
tomated methods for AD detection have been reported, all of them relying on
the fact that AD is a group of aligned structures with different orientation. RoIs
have been characterized [11, 3, 20, 18, 10] by segmenting the breast, sharpening
the spicules, filtering in the Radon domain, extracting the mean direction, filter-
ing with a Bank of Gabor filters, extracting potential AD with the phase portrait
model or the fractal dimension and calculating the Haralick’s texture measures.
All these approaches use a Support Vector Machine to set an optimal classifi-
cation threshold. In spite of the multiple techniques, the proposed solutions are
still unsatisfactory. There is either a low sensitivity or a high number of false
positives per image (FPI). Ichikawa et al. [11] reported a sensitivity for detection
of only 56 % while the number of false positives per image obtained by Sampat
et al. [20] was 14. The results of Rangayyan et al. [18] showed a sensitivity of
84 % but with a high false-positive rate of 7.4 per image. The commercial CAD
systems [9] correctly marked a 90 % of mass and calcification cases, whereas
the sensitivity of AD detection was reported to be only of 40 %. The R2 Image
Checker system [7] successfully identified 49 % cases containing AD. The CADx
Second Look system [1] successfully detected 33 % cases of AD with 1.27 false
positives per image [19]. Additionally, only 48 - 60 % of ADs that are biopsied
are found to be cancer [19].
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to detect and discriminate AD
lesions in a mammogram. Given a particular mammogram, the method obtains
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a normalized mammogram membership function, which is thresholded to deter-
mine to which class a RoI belongs. This function is found by firstly splitting
the mammogram into a set of overlapped patches, which are projected to the
curvelet space. The subband coefficients are well approximated by the GGD
parameters, achieving thereby a considerable dimensionality reduction, i.e., a
subband from a 64× 64 patch, usually composed of 60 coefficients, is described
by two parameters. A particular patch is then set to any of the two classes by
the smallest `2 sparse reconstructing vector. Once the class has been assigned,
the patch is characterized by the Kullback−Leibler distance of the patch to the
basis dictionary with the largest sparse representation coefficient. Finally, the
membership function is obtained by normalizing the distances associated to any
patch of the mammogram.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: after this introduction, next
section presents the methodology, then results are shown and last section dis-
cusses future work and conclusions.
2 Methodology
2.1 The method
Fig. 1. Method overview: red block shows the process of construction of dictionar-
ies (AD-NC), and automatic detection of architectural distortion based on a curvelet
descriptor of different patches
The whole method searches to characterize a particular RoI by projecting
the mammogram data to the curvelet space, thereby improving data sparsity.
Two overcomplete dictionaries also projected to the curvelet space, representing
the AD and NC classes in the curvelet space, serve as a reference conceptual
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frame (see figure 1), i.e., the minimal distance to each of the two dictionaries
will define the classification problem. The curvelet sparsity is then additionally
used to reduce dimensionality by approximating the subband coefficients with
two parameters of a Generalized Gaussian Distribution. The result is that the
whole curvelet decomposition, with for instance four scales and eight directions,
is represented as a vector with 32 values. Provided that each curvelet sub-band is
approximated by a probability distribution function, The Kullback−Leibler di-
vergence is used as the metrics to introduce a distance notion between a RoI and
each of the spaces spanned by the dictionaries. Once the RoI is characterized by
the set of couples (µ, σ) representing the subbands of the curvelet decomposition,
the Kullback−Leibler distance to the closest basis of the two dictionaries defines
a membership function that will define the particular region classification.
2.2 RoI Pre-processing
Every image was herein stretched to the maximum and minimum gray level
values ([0, 255]), but adaptively equalizing the histogram so that structural de-
tails were preserved. Resultant images were smoothed out by a median filter to
remove the remaining noise [16].
2.3 The curvelet transform: statistical characterization
The curvelet transform is a multiscale decomposition [6] with a set of redundant
bases which optimally represent 2D curves. In addition to the usual information
about scale and location, already available from a wavelet, each of these curvelet
bases is able to capture information about orientation while fulfilling a parabolic
anisotropic scaling law width ≈ length2, that assures curves at different scale
levels conserve their geometrical relationships [6]. A curvelet in the frequency
domain, is constructed as the product of two windows: the angular and the radial
dyadic frequential coronas. The angular window corresponds to a directional
analysis, i.e., a Radon transform, and the radial dyadic window is a bandpass
filter with cut frequencies following the parabolic anisotropic scaling law [6].
In general, the subband curvelet coefficient distribution is characterized by
a sharper peak at zero with smooth tails. This leptokurtic pattern is associated
to the sparse property of this transformation, i.e., few coefficients have high
probability of being used to represent. It has been shown that the parameters
of a generalized Gaussian density can fully describe the marginal distribution of
the subband curvelet coefficients. The GGD reads as





where Γ (z) =
∫∞
0
e−ttz−1dt, z > 0 is the Gamma function, θ is the variance
and γ is related to the decreasing rate of the GGD. The parameters θ and γ are
estimated from the subbband data through Maximum Likelihood, as detailed in
[8]. The parameters (θ,γ) may be used as descriptor of the probability density
function of the energy levels inside each curvelet subband.
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2.4 Similarity measure
The similarity between subband curvelets is measured using the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) of the corresponding GGDs:













where (θ1, γ1) and (θ2, γ2) are the GGD parameters estimated for each subband.
This metric does not require additional normalization and shows good perfor-
mance in other multiscale domains [8].
2.5 Dictionary Construction
The next step is to build dictionaries DAD and DNC for the architectural dis-
tortion and normal controls, respectively. For doing so, it was selected a set of N
RoIs with different architectural distortion lesions or normal controls. Then, a
set of K 64×64 patches were randomly selected from each RoI and transformed
to the curvelet space. Each subband of any patch is approximated by the couple
of the GGD parameters so that the patch is characterized by a vector of couples.
Finally, the characterized patches are stored as columns of the Dictionaries DAD
and DNC .
2.6 Class Characterization
Sparse representations attempt to identify the constituent parts of an object
and use them for reconstructing any scene with a certain accuracy. These parts,
denoted as basis functions or atoms, are usually arranged in overcomplete dic-
tionaries with a larger number of elements than the effective dimensionality of
the input space, thereby representing a wider range of image phenomena [15, 14,
12]. Formally, consider a n×m matrix D, where each column is a possible image
in Rn (atomic images), a dictionary of atoms. The projection of an image x onto
the space spanned by D yields a weighting vector α (x = Dα). Furthermore, if
α is sparse (with k0  m nonzeros), this produces a linear combination of k0
atoms with varying weights. To find the adequate α, the optimization problem
to solve is G1(D, x, λ), which has the form






The solution consists in finding the sparsest vector α that weights x as a linear
combination of atoms from D, using the norm `1 as a measure of sparsity.
After a random selection of patches from two different types of RoIs, namely
architectural distortion and normal controls, two different dictionaries DAD and
DNC were obtained. To identify whether a particular patch is architectural dis-
tortion or not, the patch is firstly characterized by the set of parameters of each
of the curvelet subbands. The patch feature vector is then reconstructed using
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both dictionaries and assigned to the class with the smallest `2 reconstruct-
ing vector. Afterward, the patch is characterized with the distance between its
curvelet representation and the most important atom for the reconstruction in
the curvelet space. This distance is then normalized with respect to the distances
of every patch in the image and such patch classified after a simple threshold.
For the sake of classification, this threshold was herein set to 0.62 and found




A total of 38 mammograms, 19 containing AD lesions, extracted from the Min-
iMias Database [2] were used for the evaluation. Images were curvelet trans-
formed, with 4 scales and 32 orientations, resulting in a descriptor with 66 sub-
bands for each patch. Dictionaries were constructed by randomly sampling 250
overlapped patches from a set of ten images containing the AD lesion, each patch
having 64× 64 pixels. Evaluation was then performed in the remaining set of 9
mammograms.
3.2 AD detection and False Positive minimization
Once the membership function is computed for the whole mammogram, a sim-
ple threshold defines the patch classification. This threshold is automatically
determined by setting a value which minimizes the number of False Positives
in the ROC curve with the restriction that the area under the curve should be
maximal.
Fig. 2. Left panel shows the selected AD while the sequence of panels illustrate differ-
ent numbers of False Positive after setting the binary membership function to several
thresholds
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3.3 Sensitivity and False Positive Rate
Sensitivity, specificity and a minimal number of False Positives was determined
in an independent set of 9 images
Table 1.
Sens. Spec. NFP
AD 65 82 0.9
NC 86 92 0.93
4 Conclusion and future works
We have introduced a new descriptor for AD lesions, based on curvelets and a
statistical model of the curvelet coefficients for RoIs extracted from mammog-
raphy images. By applying the curvelet transform and adjusting the levels of
energy for each subband to a generalized Gaussian model, we obtained a robust
representation which captures the edge distribution at different orientation and
scales. Experimental results indicate that the new feature improves detection
and classification performance. Future works include improving the feature with
invariance to rotation and scale and extensive experimentation in large mammo-
grams databases.
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B. Multi-view information fusion for description
of mammographic masses
In order to improve the diagnosis process of breast cancer, an ipsilateral multi-view information
fusion was investigated for mass description in mammograms by exploiting correlative informa-
tion of suspicious lesions between mammograms of the same breast. The contribution of this work
was published in:
Multi-view Information Fusion for automatic BI-RADS
description of mammographic masses
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ABSTRACT
Most CBIR-based CAD systems (Content Based Image Retrieval systems for Computer Aided Diagnosis) iden-
tify lesions that are eventually relevant. These systems base their analysis upon a single independent view. This
article presents a CBIR framework which automatically describes mammographic masses with the BI-RADS
lexicon, fusing information from the two mammographic views. After an expert selects a Region of Interest
(RoI) at the two views, a CBIR strategy searches similar masses in the database by automatically computing
the Mahalanobis distance between shape and texture feature vectors of the mammography. The strategy was
assessed in a set of 400 cases, for which the suggested descriptions were compared with the ground truth provided
by the data base. Two information fusion strategies were evaluated, allowing a retrieval precision rate of 89.6%
in the best scheme. Likewise, the best performance obtained for shape, margin and pathology description, using
a ROC methodology, was reported as AUC = 0.86, AUC = 0.72 and AUC = 0.85, respectively.
Keywords: Mammography, BI-RADS, Computer Aided Diagnosis Systems, Content-based Image Retrieval,
Automatic Annotation, Multi-View Analysis, Information Fusion, Breast Cancer
1. INTRODUCTION
Mammography is still the choice method for early detection of breast cancer, which is the largest public health
problem in women population.1, 2 Mammography has the reputation of being the most difficult radiological
examination.3 It has been reported that radiologists fail to detect about 10 − 25% visible cancers on mammo-
grams.4 Computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) systems have been developed to assist radiologists in
making more accurate diagnosis on breast cancer with mammograms, which have been studied widely to classify
malignant and benign abnormalities.5 These systems seek to increase diagnostic accuracy and to improve the
efficacy and efficiency of mammographic interpretations by using some paradigms of signal processing and pat-
tern recognition approaches such as image noise reduction, automatic segmentation, efficient characterization
and classification methods.6 On the other hand, as an attempt for reducing diagnosis variability among radiol-
ogists, the American College of Radiology has developed the Breast and Imaging Report and Database System
(BI-RADS), a standard description for reporting breast lesions that allows to categorize different pathologies as
well as their severity level.7 The use of CAD systems and BI-RADS description has been separately studied,
showing a reduction of the variability effect. However, a high incidence of false positives (FP) rates has been
reported to the most CAD systems.8
One of the most challenging tasks, for both radiologists and CAD systems, is to accurately detect and classify
mammographic masses (an important sign of breast cancer). According to the BI-RADS lexicon, masses are
described as “space occupying lesions visible in at least two mammographic views”.7 So, one important principle
in the radiologist’s practice consists in reading, comparing and combining information from the two different
views of the same breast to reach a final decision.9, 10 Figure 1 shows a typical mammographic case. Left
panel corresponds to the mediolateral oblique (MLO) view, a projection angle of 45 degrees which shows part
of the pectoral muscle. Right panel stands for the craniocaudal (CC) view, a top-down breast projection. Each
view contains spatial information about a single breast, which amounts to a different distortion of the breast
tissue. Because of the isotropic breast characterization, many kinds of image features tend to be invariant to the
different breast views, i.e. a mass projected in one view will appear in another view. However, as illustrated in
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Figure 1, in many cases these features can be blurred by overlap of internal breast tissues, making that masses
may appear differently from different views. In this figure, the mass is observed in the MLO view as an irregular
shape (spiculated), with blurred margin and poorly-defined edges, while in CC view it presents an irregular
shape, defined margin and defined edges. In this case, the mass was finally described as irregularly shaped,
poor-defined margin and malign lesion.
Figure 1. Typical mammographic examination composed by two projections (MLO and CC) for both right and left
breasts (Top panel). In down panel a magnification of a mammographic mass, extracted from the two views, which
present different visual features for each.
Most CAD systems ignore differences from mass projections and limit their analysis to single features, but
each view is independently evaluated. Therefore, information between the complementary breast views, useful
for the diagnosis process, is unfortunately disregarded. This fact results in inaccuracies and high incidence
of false positives (FP) rates.8 Recently, the use of information from the two mammographic views have been
proposed for improving the single-view CAD performance.11–15 Thus far, these approaches follow a two-step
approach. Initially, traditional single-view CAD systems are used to identify suspicious mammographic regions,
from which morphological and textural features are extracted. These features are then used for determinating the
correspondence between pair of regions extracted from the two breast views, either using different discriminative
classifiers such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)12, 13, 16 and k-Nearest Neighbor.14 These approaches
demonstrated an ability to discriminate between true and false correspondences, reducing the false positives
reported by the use of a single-view CAD system. Although the use of multi-view information has shown to be
useful for improving the detection of mammographic masses, these approaches are highly dependent on accurate
segmentation, a difficult challenge in masses with blurred boundaries.
In a previous work17 we proposed an interactive CAD system ∗ that provided a BI-RADS mass description
of a manually selected region of interest (RoI). Briefly, a radiologist selects a region of interest with a mass,
as query RoI, which is enhanced to improve visual details. Afterward, the method finds the most similar
regions in a database, according to the BI-RADS lexicon, using the two most important diagnostic features for
∗content based image retrieval scheme (CBIR)
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describing masses: shape and texture. Shape feature was described using the Zernike moments, and texture
was captured via the Neighborhood Gray Tone Difference Matrix (NGTDM). Once these basic features were
computed, a further dimensionality reduction was achieved using a standard Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). A multiclass retrieval algorithm, based on the k-NN rule, was constructed for the shape, margin and
pathology classification, aiming at retrieving the most similar regions. Finally, the BI-RADS descriptions of
these retrieved regions were used to suggest the most probable description of the selected region. In that work
the multi-view and multi-region breast dependences were ignored.
In this paper, we evaluate the effect of using information extracted from both CC and MLO views using
the same CBIR scheme. Given a particular mass query, extracted from a ”case” (CC-MLO regions of the same
breast), the method retrieves the most similar masses, and each mass is associated with some case from the
database, according to the BI-RADS lexicon. Once these basic features are computed, they are combined in a
unique vector that integrates multi-feature (texture and shape) and multi-view (CC and MLO) information.
We evaluated two fusion approaches, in the former, features from each view were assembled into a unique vector
and then reduced while in the latter, features were firstly reduced and then fused. Figure 1 illustrates the
schemes of the evaluated fusion approaches.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 describes the different
techniques and methods proposed for retrieving and annotating mammographic masses. Experimental results
are reported in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 present the conclusions and perspectives of this work.
2. METHODS
The framework used in this investigation is similar to that presented in17 as illustrated in Figure 2. Briefly, a
radiologist selects a ROI from each of the two views, considered as complementary. They are preprocessed to
enhance the mass shape and texture characteristics. Afterward, the mass description is extracted and compared
to the information stored in a reference database, so the most similar cases are retrieved. Finally, the BI-RADS
descriptions associated to the retrieved cases, are used for assigning the most probable description to the queried
mass. Further details can be found in.17
Figure 2. Scheme of the proposed CAD based on CBIR approach. Regions selected by the expert (small squares in the
mammographic views) are preprocessed and their feature vectors are fused for generating a description that combine
information of both CC and MLO views. This information is used for retrieving the most similar cases in a database
that stores classified masses. As a result, the system shows the similar cases and indicates the most probable category
for each BI-RADS descriptor.
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RoI Pre-processing Each single-view RoI was pre-processed for generating two enhanced images, the former
captures mass edges by stretching the maximum and minimum gray level values, the other adaptively equalizes
the histogram so that structural details are preserved. In both cases, the resultant images were smoothed out
by a median filter.
Feature Extraction According to the BI-RADS lexicon, shape and texture are the most important criteria
for mass diagnosis. In this work, shapes were described using the Hosny’s implementation18 of Zernike moments,
which constitutes a multiresolution shape representation19 that allows reconstruction with minimal losses. The
number of order moments used for generating the shape descriptor was set by minimizing the reconstruction
error. So, the first 60 order moments were selected for generating a descriptor of 961 features for both CC
and MLO views, independently. On the other hand, the essential texture features were captured via the
Neighborhood Difference Gray Tone Matrix.20 The average difference was stored in a histogram whose bins 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 corresponded to the neighborhood sizes. Five histograms of 256 positions were generated and five
features were calculated from each, as described in.20
Information Fusion Once the feature extraction is performed, multi-feature (shape and texture) and multi-
view (CC and MLO) information is fused together for being used in the classification stage. In this work we
evaluate two fusing schemes as illustrated in Figure 3. The description from each view is firstly obtained by
concatenating the 961 shape and the 25 texture features. Then, two fusion methodologies were assessed. In the
former scheme (SCA, dashed lines), a PCA analysis was performed to each view description and the resulting
projected vectors were finally concatenated into a unique vector of 30 dimensions. In the second scheme (SCB,
continuous line), the feature descriptors from the two mammographic views were first concatenated, generating
a unique vector of 1972 features, which was then PCA projected for assembling a descriptor of 35 dimensions.
In both cases, the eigenvectors that reported a variability larger than 85% were selected.
Figure 3. Schemes assessed in the information fusion stages
Automatic Mass Description A CBIR strategy that uses the K-NN rule was implemented using a weighted
Mahalanobis distance to measure the similarity among the feature vectors, describing both the database and
the query mass. Once a set of K cases is retrieved, each shape, margin and pathology BI-RADS description of








where wd = 1/d(x, y) is the relative weight of each possible value description and Sn corresponds to number of
possible labels for each shape, margin and pathology BI-RADS description.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The strategy was evaluated on a total of 400 cases, including pathological masses previously annotated by a group
of radiologists, extracted from the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM).21 This dataset was
split into training (300) and test (100) subsets. Both the CBIR scheme and the automatic annotation algorithm
were independently assessed.
Content-based image retrieval evaluation Retrieval performance was assessed by computing the relevance
of the recovered images, according to the ground truth of DDSM mammogram database using a conventional
Precision-Recall (P-R) graph. Precision (P ) quantifies the relevance of the retrieved images (P =
∑k
i=1 Si/K),





i=1 Si). Figure 4 shows the Precision-Recall curve from evaluation of the testing set,
when the 15 most similar cases were retrieved. The first point represents the average precision and recall rates
for the first returned case, the second point corresponds to the precision and recall for the first two retrieved
cases and so forth. As expected, as long as the recall measure increases, the precision decreases. However and
interestingly, precision was higher than 70% in general. As it is observed, the second fusion scheme (SCB)
reports the best performance with a precision up to 78% in all cases, whilst the first scheme (SCA) achieves
precisions higher than 70%. This shows that fusion is able to preserve cross discriminating information relevant
to mammographic masses that is lost when dimensionality reduction is applied for each view descriptor. As
expected, both results outperform those reported by using single view mass descriptions,17 which reached to
65%.
Figure 4. Precision-Recall Average Curve
Automatic annotation assessment Each shape, margin and pathology BI-RADS description was assigned
to each case query, based on equation 1. The optimal number of used cases was estimated by a 10-fold cross
validation assessment. Results showed that the best shape and texture descriptions were achieved using the first
7 retrieved images, whilst best pathology description was obtained using 9 of them. Results from automatic
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BI-RADS description in the testing set are shown in Table 1. As expected, performance reported by using
images retrieved by the scheme B was higher than the scheme A. The three BI-RADS descriptors achieved very
good results, i.e. accuracy above 75.1 and 65.1 for schemes A and B, respectively. In general, the most difficult
description was the margin, probably due to the blurred boundaries presented in many mass classes. However,
average performance annotation was higher than 80, 23% to the best scheme, a figure very acceptable for a
system that tries to assist a diagnosis task.
Table 1. Performance of Automatic BI-RADS description for the two information fusion schemes.
Scheme A Scheme B
Label Accuracy AUC ROC (AZ) Accuracy AUC ROC (AZ)
Shape 78.6 0.76 ± 0.03 80.3 0.86 ± 0.03
Margin 65.2 0.65 ± 0.04 75.1 0.72 ± 0.04
Pathology 80.2 0.78 ± 0.04 85.3 0.85 ± 0.04
4. CONCLUSIONS
Accurate identification and description of mammographic masses is actually performed by simultaneous analysis
of both craniocaudal (CC) and Medio Lateral Oblique (MLO) views of each breast, a fact that is usually ignored
by the CAD systems. In this paper a new content based image retrieval and annotation strategy based on multi-
feature (shape-texture) and multi-view (CC-MLO) information fusion is introduced. Given a suspicious region,
the proposed approach provides two important tools that support the diagnostic decision of radiologists: a
set of visually similar cases, stored in a reference database, and a textual annotation that describes the visual
features of the region, according to the BI-RADS lexicon. Two fusion schemes were evaluated, the first one
concatenated in a feature vector the PCA projected feature vectors that describe each single-view region. In
the second one, the original single-view feature vectors were firstly concatenated in a unique feature vector that
was then PCA projected. In overall cases, experimental results demonstrated that information fusion could
represents accurately mass characteristics allowing outperform retrieval and description results reported by a
similar strategy that limited the analysis to single views. Moreover, the second scheme reported the best results,
showing that the fusion of original vectors can to preserve information that results discriminative when the two
views are combined.
In the future, we plan to deal with the description of the mass density, which requires more sophisticated
feature extraction process that include information of the adjacent tissues. Additionally, we plan to integrate
other abnormalities such as architectural distortion and bilateral asymmetry in the BI-RADS based CBIR and
description strategy that maybe will become a useful tool for radiologists training in the diagnosis of breast
cancer in mammograms.
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C. An open access thyroid ultrasound-image
Database
In the process of performing research the author has also contributed significantly to the following
work:
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ABSTRACT
Computer aided diagnosis systems (CAD) have been developed to assist radiologists in the detection and di-
agnosis of abnormalities and a large number of pattern recognition techniques have been proposed to obtain a
second opinion. Most of these strategies have been evaluated using different datasets making their performance
incomparable. In this work, an open access database of thyroid ultrasound images is presented. The dataset
consists of a set of B-mode Ultrasound images, including a complete annotation and diagnostic description of
suspicious thyroid lesions by expert radiologists. Several types of lesions as thyroiditis, cystic nodules, adenomas
and thyroid cancers were included while an accurate lesion delineation is provided in XML format. The diag-
nostic description of malignant lesions was confirmed by biopsy.The proposed new database is expected to be a
resource for the community to assess different CAD systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Thyroid disorders are the most common endocrine pathologies, among which thyroid cancer is the more frequent.
According to the American Cancer Society, 62.980 new cases and 1.890 deaths will take place in the United States1
in 2014. The incidence of palpable thyroid nodules on the adult population is about 67% and 10% of them can
be malign2.3 Modern imaging techniques such as the computer tomography (CT) and Ultrasound (US) image
modalities, are used to detect, diagnose and manage thyroid nodules. B-mode Ultrasound image is the best
cost-effective method and less invasive technique. However, interpretation of ultrasound images requires a high
degree of expertise and training while the reading performance is affected in any case by the noise and speckle
of the ultrasound images as well as the ability of the operator to properly acquire the image.4 An inaccurate US
capture of a nodule might result in unnecesary fine-needle aspiration (biopsy).
Usually, a thyroid nodule is described as hypo-echoic, iso-echoic, or hyper-echoic, being the echogenicity its
brightness when compared to the normal parenchyma surrounding this. Hypoechogenicity has been associated to
thyroid malignancy.5 Most of the thyroid nodules tend to have various internal echogenicities, making the final
diagnosis very complicated. For instance, the follicular adenoma can be either iso-echoic or hyper-echoic.6 Several
ultrasound features have been found to be associated with an increased risk of thyroid cancer, including hypo-
echogenicity, predominantly solid composition and calcifications.7 Usually, thyroid nodules are heterogeneous,
composed of various internal echo patterns that confuse radiologists and physicians at the moment of identifying
the thyroid nodule. In order to standardize the ultrasound report that describes and evaluates thyroid lesions, an
agreement, still under evaluation, is the Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System (TIRADS) that categorizes
the nodules as benign, probably benign, borderline, suspicious for malignancy and malignant.8
On the other hand, computer aided diagnosis of thyroid ultrasound, systems aimed to support the diagnosis
process, are clasically composed of two main stages, feature extraction and classification (between benign or
malignant) stages. These systemas attempt to eliminate the weaknesses of operator dependency and to improve
the diagnostic accuracy. However, an actual limitation for these systems to develop is the necessity of enlarginkg
the scientific community interested in this kind of problems. Thyroid ultrasound-image databases play then
a central role in developing algorithms devoted at detecting and diagnosing lesions. Such datasets facilitate
comparison of results from different studies. Different opinions from the scientific community agree about the
urgency of building a benchmark database of US images,2 accessible publicly that supports the comparison
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and evaluation of different algorithms and CAD systems. To the best of our knowledge, there are no available
ultrasound-image databases with the associated diagnostic description and report of main findings.
In this work, an image database of thyroid ultrasound images is presented and made public (available in
www.cimalab.unal.edu.co). The proposed database contains a set of B-mode Ultrasound images, corresponding
a 389 cases of study that include a complete annotation and diagnostic description of suspicious thyroid lesions,
using the TI-RADS lexicon description performed by at least two expert radiologists. Several types of lesions
such as thyroiditis, cystic nodules, adenomas and thyroid cancers are included and their accurate contours are
provided in XML format. The diagnostic description of malignant lesions was confirmed by a biopsy procedure.
Furthermore, additional annotation of training radiology students was compare with the expert’s , helping them
to used this data set as a tool in the training process for the new radiologists.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A set of cases with relevant thyroid disorders were selected from the IDIME Ultrasound Departament (Institute
with over ten years of experience), one of the largest diagnostic imaging centers in Colombia and who performs
more than 2000 thyroid ultrasounds associated to Fine Needle Aspiration per year. The selection of patients
was based on TI-RADS description.7 These selected patients signed the informed consent agreeing about using
this information exclusively with scientific purposes and they underwent both the ultrasound and the biopsy in
the same session. Thus, the staff of head and neck experts of IDIME collected a total number of 299 patients,
270 women and 29 men whose ages varied as 57.35 ± 16.2 years. The experts evaluated the patient individually
and described the specific features filling the TIRADS requirements. They were separated in different consulting
rooms, none of them knew the outcome of the evaluation. The second observer performed the biopsy following
the ATA (American Thyroid Association) recommendations. The images were extracted from thyroid ultrasound
video sequences captured with a TOSHIBA Nemio 30 and a TOSHIBA Nemio MX Ultrasound devices, both set
to 12 MHz convex and linear transductors, containing the most relevant pathological features seen such as size,
shape, margin, composition, calcifications and echogenicity for a given view, i.e. sagital or transverse, which
were selected by the radiologists and their pathologies confirmed by biopsy using the BETHSEDA system.
Once, the images were acquired and saved in an uncompressed JPEG format, an image annotation tool was
developed, which is designed to allows segmented nodules and annotated labels to be instantly shared via the
web and to grow over time. For this, we designed an online Javascript drawing interface that works on many
platforms, is easy to use, and allows to make a TI-RADS description of nodules over collected data. Figure
1, shows a snapshot of the proposed online annotation tool. The tool provides a simple drawing interface that
allows users to outline the silhouettes of the nodule present in each image. When the user opens the application,
a new image is displayed. The user provides an annotation by clicking along the boundary of an nodule to form
a polygon. The user closes the polygon by clicking on the initial point or with a right click. After the polygon
is closed, a pop-up dialog box appears querying for the nodule description according to TI-RADS category
such as (1) Normal thyroid, (2) Benign, (3) No suspicious US feature, (4a) One suspicious US feature, (4b) Two
suspicious US features, (4c) Three or four suspicious US features and (5) Five suspicious features.The experts and
the radiology resident had an individual interface to perform the annotation, this interface allowed them evaluate
different images from the same nodule. The annotation was performed without additional information.After this
procedure, ultrasound properties were include as well as the location, examination date and frequency (MHz) in
an alone XML file. These annotations are added to the database and becomes available for immediate download
for research.
On the other hand, the whole cases were categorized by the experts radiologists among thyroiditis, cystic
nodules, malignant or benign nodules. The initial diagnosis based on the ultrasound features was confirmed
by the pathological report. These pathologic description, as well as the BETHESDA (System for Reporting
Thyroid Cytopathology)9 results, were also included in XML file. The expert’s evaluations were compared to
analize the accuracy of both radiologist as well as the variability inter observers with the BETHESDA report,
the Gold Standard for thyroid cancer. The table 3, shows these results. The XML files provide discriminant
information such as malignant and benign cases, each contains the number case, following of patient’s information
as age and sex. The nodule’s information was separed into composition,size, echogenicity, margin characteristics,
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the online annotation-tool
calcification presence and TIRADS score. Finally, the free hand annotation nodule coordinates are described as
a code-point. Figure 2 illustrate a manual nodule segmentation by the radiologist.
Figure 2. a) original image, b) segmented image by radiologist
Table 1. BETHESDA SYSTEM
SCORE9 DESCRIPTION9
1 Nondiagnostic or Unsatisfactory
2 Benign Consistent with a benign follicular nodule
3 Atypia of Undetermined Significance or Follicular Lesion of Undetermined Significance
4 Follicular Neoplasm or Suspicious for a Follicular Neoplasm
5 Suspicious for Malignancy
6 Malignant
3. RESULTS
The DDTI (Digital Database Thyroind Image) is a public open access dataset. It contains the analysis of 347
thyroid ultrasound images, performed by two experts in 299 patients with thyroid disorders. The patients were
classified by the experts using the TIRADS system.Table 2, shows how many cases of each category the dataset
contains per observer. The BETHESDA system confirmed 200 cases. Thyroiditis and goiter cases were 137 .
Spongiform nodules were 18 cases. The papillar and follicular cancer was confirmed in 21 patients. 24 samples
were unsatisfactory for the pathology study.
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A discrepancy among the TIRADS score and the Bethesda system was analyzed for each observer. The
TIRADS system has been validated to correlate the image features with the pathological diagnosis. This clas-
sification pretends avoid the unnecessary FNA and performs an accuracy diagnostic related with the thyroid
disorder. One of the most interesting aspect was the behavior of the thyroid disorders in the male population.
The majority of the nodules in men are related with cancer, this aspect was known by the observers and became
in a bias, almost all male cases were classified with a TIRADS over 4a. Nevertheless, the Bethesda system
confirmed only 4 malignant cases.
The most prevalent nodule composition in the 299 patients was solid, in multiples studies this characteristic
is related with malignancy but in our dataset benign and malignant nodules presented it.
Another important feature for malignancy was the presence of calcifications, most of the nodules have micro
and macro calcifications that can only be seen during the ultrasound process and after the image capture these
lost,in our data set the experts performed the annotation not only of the boundaries of the nodules also of some
specific features as the calcifications,veins, arteries, muscles and trachea.
On the other hand, the dataset contains 38 images without clinical information, only the definition of the
boundaries is available. These images were used for training. The radiology students had the opportunity to
evaluated the images and performed the annotation following the TIRADS requirments. After this process the
annotation was compared with the expert’s.
Figure 3. Screenshot of the online training annotation-tool
The original uncompressed JPEG images and XML files have been uploaded to the http://www.cimalab.unal.edu.co
web site. The access to the dataset is open and the user can download the cases divided in benign and malign
following the TIRADS score, as well the images for training.
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TIRADS Observer 1 Observer 2
No. Diagnosed Cases No. Diagnosed Cases
Male Female Total Male Female Total
2 3 35 38 2 18 20
3 2 12 14 3 30 33
4a 9 76 85 11 79 90
4b 5 70 75 8 93 101
4c 6 50 56 1 34 35
5 4 26 30 4 16 20








Table 3. PATOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS
4. DISCUSSION
The analysis of thyroid ultrasound images is a wide field in continuous expansion due to the difficulty in the
ultrasound nodule detection. The clinical aspects of this study allowed us to find the most relevant features of
the images defined by neck and head experts. The wealth of this database is given by the variety of diagnoses
and cases, among thyroiditis, goiter, nodules and cancer. The complexity of the images and their interpretation
reflect the need to develop strategies to support the diagnosis and the following.On the other hand, is relevant
the possibility of having multiple datasets for the radiology community to validate retrospectively the TIRADS
classification.
The DDTI main interest is based on the use of the images to apply CAD (Computer Aid Diagnosis) systems
through the extraction of features from the nodule image. Each malignant feature can be detected using specific
image analysis in the thyroid ultrasound to minimize the operator-dependent nature inherent in US images and
make the diagnostic process reproducible.
The use of CAD systems in the ultrasound analysis, is related with the reduction of the inter-observer
variability and the extraction of nodule features that can not to be obtain just with the visual component. The
main objective of CAD in thyroid ultrasound is give a support to the expert to help him to improve the accuracy
diagnosis and decrease the unnecessary thyroid biopsies. Nowadays, there are no available open access thyroid
ultrasound-image databases with the associated diagnostic description and report of main findings.
5. FUTURE WORK
The Digital Database of Thyroid Ultrasound Images (DDTI) is a resource for the scientific community. Its open
access will allow the use of multiple thyroid ultrasound images for their analysis, the application of CAD systems
and algorithms.
Currently, DDTI contains 299 cases with 347 images. Each month a set of new cases will be downloaded with
the expert annotation, pathological diagnosis and clinical description.More observers will be added. Currently
, we have two head and neck experts from the same institution. In order to support the radiologist’s diagnosis,
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more institutios will be added too as well some patohology laboratories to perform the correlation among the
histological and ultrasound components.
The main objective of the DDTI is developed an algorithm to support the diagnosis, pretending identify the
main nodule features to reduce the variability inter-intra observer. This database will allowed to compare other
CAD systems used in thyroid ultrasound images.
The DDTI will be use as a training tool for the radiology students of the Universidad Nacional de Colombia.
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